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1 symbol of Taylor L nivcrsity's mission
The Trojan head logo is the hrst s\mbol
maii\ athletes and fans associate \\ ith
Ta\ lor athletics. The logo adorns e\erv-
thing from football helmets and baseball jerseys
to sports schedules and T-shirts.
The current logo \\ as commissioned in 1975
under the direction of then president Dr. AVilo
Rediger for the center circle of the new gMii floor.
The Lni\ersit\ was in the process of con\erting
\\a\ tag G\ ninasiiiiii into the Rediger Chapel/
Auditorium and was working on the construction of
the new Odle G\ nmasiiim. A hrm responsible lor the
interior design of the g%m proposed a logo, but Dr. Rediger
did not like their suggestion. Dr. Rediger asked lor help
Irom A\r. Charles Xewnian. who was director of service operations
at the time and the project manager lor the g\"mnasium. Newman then
looked to Ta\lor art professor and coach Ra\ Bullock who drew the \crsion of the logo
that has now become so familiar.
Bullock ne\er thought the sketch he was preparing lor Dr. Rediger would be used
lor an\ thing but the floor ol the basketball court. \et the simphcitx and dignit\ of
the design has stood the test of time. \ow more than a quarter centur\ old, the logo
has been used and modified innumerable times and has come to represent ke\ aspects
of the Taylor communit). —Kate WacHarg '03
The simplicity and dignity of the design has
stood the test of time.
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"We want to see Taylor continue to grow."
"The educational
structure and
environment at
Taylor University
fostered good
growth for
us. Through
giving back, we
want to see
Taylor continue
to grow and
expand."
'fit
Giving to Taylor University through the William Taylor Foundation is easier than
YOU might think. By allowing the Foundation to handle your financial needs, you can
BENEFIT THE NEXT GENERATION OF TAYLOR STUDENTS WHILE HELPING TO ENSURE YOUR FUTURE.
For more information, contact Ken Smith at
knsmith@tayloru.edu on 1.BOO.BB2.345B x5144-
vwvw.tayloPu.edu/taylor/wtf/
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Abi)\X': Taylor marked hcjr KtOth year in Upland. Ind., by
helpins to return the historie train depot to its eurrent
downtown location in 1903. The spirit ot' cooperation
between Upland and Taylor is highlighted on page 12 in
this issue.
Cover: Andrew Crowe "02, in the role of Peter Pan. has
an animated conversation with "Tinker Bell." A music
major. Crowe, like the other students at Taylor, enjoys
the many benetits of a Liberal Arts education. More on
pages 5 and 15.
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CoNqia & UnnTniln
Founded in 1.S46. Taylor University is one of
America's oldest Christian Liberal Arts colleges.
More than 1.875 students from nearly all 50
states and 17 foreign countries attend Taylor
L^nix-ersity's L'pland campus where majors in
over 60 fields of study are axailable. The
L'ni\'ersity is ranked as the number two i\hdwest
comprehensive college in the 2002 U.S. A'eti'S
and World Report suney.
News Briefs
Lilly Endowment program
encourages giving
Lilly Kndtiwincnt, Inc. has approxt-d a
new initiatixc to encourage gixinii from
alumni, parents and students, taeiilty and
stat't. The Endowment will mateh up to
S3.5 million in yixing through Dee. 31,
21 )l)3. More details will follow in upeoming
Taylor publieations. Call l-S(K)-SS2-3456,
e.\t. 495(1 for details.
Taylor Fund goal achieved
The Uni\'ersity ended the fiscal year
o\er the goal for the Taylor Fund —
S1.237.SS2. Because students are only
charged about 84 percent of the actual
cost of a Taylor education. Taylor Fund
gifts are used to help offset the difference
between the tuition which students pay
and the actual cost. As the faith compo-
nent of the university's budget, annual
funds contribute aid to financially needy
students and proxide academic support.
Survey response is positive
"Keep it coming. We love reading it."
With enthusiasm and candor, readers
responded to the alumni magazine read-
ership surx'ey sent to 500 homes.
Readers like the photo quality and stor\'
quality, with 95 percent ranking those
areas as good or \'er\' good. Nearly 60
percent spend 10-30 minutes with e;ich
magazine and another 25 percent read
the issue for more than a half hour.
When asked for suggestions over half
the readers asked for more individual
profiles. Over three-fourths stated that
they were unaware of or had ne\'er seen
the online magazine.
.More detailed sur\ey results available
at www. tayloru.edu/upland/magazine/.
—
.lanelle il. (iomes '02
Faculty Updates
.lames (a)u (liusincss) was informed by
the Association of Collegiate lousiness
Schools and Programs that Taylor Uni-
versity is a "(Candidate for .\cered-
itation" by the Association of (Colle-
giate Business Schools and Programs. A
(continued on page 5)
Taylor celebrates 10th anniversary of
return to Fort Wayne
July 1, 1992, marked a historic
moment in the history of Taylor Uni-
\ersity — the retiu-n to Fort \\'ayne,
Ind. Taylor's roots there go back to
1846 when Fort Wayne Female Col-
lege was established. By the time of
the 1893 move to Upland, the school
was serving both young women and
men and had taken the name Taylor
Uni\'ersity. Today Taylor's Upland
campus ser\'es just under 1,900 stu-
dents, while Taylor University Fort
Wayne serves oxer 500 students and
Taylor's College of Lifelong Learning
offers online and correspondence
classes to ox'er 1,600 people.
Taylor's rationale for having a pres-
cence again in Fort Wayne includes,
according to President Gyertson,
"strengthening oiu' commitment to
engage the urban context, ser\'ing
more fully under-represented popu-
lations, providing greater opportuni-
ties to reach our historic constitu-
encies, expanding the founding pas-
sion for career and vocational train-
ing, re-enforcing the priority of com-
munity service, and increasing venues
for hands-on living and learning expe-
riences."
"The Institute for Organizational
Effecti\'eness and its unique partner-
ship with the Foellinger Foundation
to serve community non-profit enti-
ties contributes significantly to [an]
improved reputation," Gyertson con-
tinues. "The Eicher Student Center is
an important resource for community
outreach. In addition, the award-win-
ning programming and ser\'ice com-
mitments of the WBCL Radio Network
expanded our visibility in the region."
^ :w
Familiar faces provide continuity.
When Dr.Wes Gerigand his wife, Mary Carolyn, were stu-
dents at Fort Wayne Bible College (FWBC), they did not
realize they would spend the next 45+ years preparing
others to serve around the world.
Dr.Wes began as an instructor at FWBC in 1957 and
eventually held the position of Biblical studies depart-
ment head when the college was known as FWBC/Summit
Christian College. When Tayalor merged with the Fort
Wayne campus, the Bible department became a program
under the Christian ministries department, and Dr. Wes
faithfully continues as professor in that department.
Board of Trustees gives direction
During the May 2002 meetings, the
Board of Trustees discussed numerous
issues including the following:
A S,'\.4 million beciucst from a Fort
Wayne Bible College alumnus allows
TLT-'W to break ground on the new Fort
Wayne campus library this fall. Daryl
Yost desires that the 2002/03 fiscal be
his last as an officer of the LTnix'crsity.
This will complete a 45-year career with
20 of those at Taylor Laiixersity.
The Taylor Tomorrow campaign is
at 96 percent of goal approaching S72
million. The Metcalf Visual Arts Center
project is on time and within budget.
The final design for the Kesler Student
Aeti\ities Center, at a cost of approxi-
mately Sll million, was approved.
Dr. Paige Cunningham 77 was
appointed to the Board of Trustees. Ken
Flanigan '65 was elected as board chair
and Dick Cygi '67 as vice chair.
Taylor, Summer 2002
Heth named distinguished professor
"I can't belie\'e this is happening." These
were the thoughts expressed by the 2002 dis-
tinguished professor award recipient. Dr. Bill
Iletli, when he was surprised with the presti-
gious honor during the May 13, 2002, Honors
Chapel ceremony. The award, which lleth also
recei\'ed in 1989, is gi\'en to one professor each
year based on a set of criteria and the votes of a
group of students, faculty and aliunni.
"1 hope [tile award] means tiiat I'm on the right track with my desire to make
my students successful and to do wiiate\er I can to help them think Christianly,
hear God's 'voice' through their own personal study of the Scriptures and depend
on the power of the Holy Spirit to make them more like Christ," says Heth, bibli-
cal studies. Christian education and philosophy professor.
"Dr. Heth is an outstanding professor. Not only is he to be congratulated, but
also the committee that made this selection," says Dr. Dwight Jessup, pro\-ost and
dean of the University. "They recognized the strong tenets of his faculty ser\'ice
at Taylor - a dedication to students, a lo\'e of teaching and learning, a contagious
enthusiasm for biblical studies, an eagerness to help others and a generous and
loving spirit. He is a model for all of us who serve in the academic program."
During his time at Taylor, Heth organized munerous o\erseas ministry teams,
ser\'ed on \arious academic and faculty committees and assisted in sporting
events and off-campus opportunities.
Heth came to Taylor in 1987 from Dallas Theological Seminary where he
worked in the departments of field education and New Testament literature and
exegesis. -Arna M. Smith '87
Peter Pan performance delights campus
The Spring 2002 Taylor Uni-
xersity theatre production, Peter
Pan. featured an animated cast
who sang and danced their way
through the well-lo\'ed children's
story. Full of surprises and flying
actors, the show was thoroughly
enjoyed by those who attended.
^^'ith the standard lineup of lost
lioys, imiians, pirates and larger-
than-life animals, the show contin-
ued the Taylor theatre tradition of
excellence.
Andrew Crowe '02 directs Carrie Barnes '04
toward Neverland, Go online to read more about
the production, including a story about the
Maloney family's involvement in Taylor theatre
and candid interviews with many of the actors.
Checl< out the Summer 2002 online magazine at:
www.tayloru.edu/upland/magazine/.
(Faculty Updates cont. from page 4)
Certificate of Candidacy was presented
during the annual conference in Hous-
ton on June 21-24, 2002.
,lenny Collins (Fighthouse) and Dr.
Michael Gucbert (Earth & Environ-
mental Science) conducted sessions
on international ser\'ice learning at the
5tli Annual Area Dean's Conference —
Educating for the Global Community
held at Indiana L'ni\'ersity/Purdue L'ni-
x'ersity Fort Wayne on Feb. 22. Collins
presented "Lighthouse: a program for
international service-learning at Taylor
Unixersity" and Guebert discussed
"Developing-World Water Resources: a
proposed international service-learn-
ing experience."
Jeff Cramer (CSS) and Jim Spiegel
(BSCEP) led the Taylor Ethics Bowl
team in the annual competition between
33 college teams from all ox'er the
country on March 1, 2002, in (Cincin-
nati, (Miio, at the National Meeting of
the Association for Practical and Pro-
fessional Ethics. In the three head-
to-head competitions Taylor defeated
Concordia (Calif.) and tied West Point
Military Academy and Loyola.
Billie Manor (Learning Support Center)
presented a workshop on '"Life Through
the Eyes of an Autistic/Asperger's Syn-
drome Student" at the National Asso-
ciation of De\'eIopnientaI Education on
March 7, 2002, at Orlando, Fla.
Joe Ricke (English) has been selected
for participation in the National
Endowment for the Humanities
Summer Institute on "Sliakespeare's
Theatres: Inside and ()ut" to be held
July 7 - Aug. '> in Staunton. \'a., and
London, England.
Dr. Cynthia T>'ner (Education) pre-
sented at the Kappa Delta Pi Biennial
International conxocation in November
2001, in Orlando, Fla. The topic was
hands-on developmentally appropriate
math for the elementary classroom.
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Online Extras!
The online version of the Summer 2002 Taylor
magazine offers many exclusive stories. Go to
www.tayloru.edu/upiand/magazine/ and click on
Extras to read about the following:
Swallow Robin! - a TU Italian tradition continues
by Abbey Boyd '04
Solar car update by Arna M. Smith '87
Origami, anybody? by Julie Barrett '04 and
Becl<y George '04
WBCL and staff wins prestigious awards by
Arna M. Smith '87
Alumnus aims to climb highest peak in every
state by Shannon Keyes '02
Parnassus turns 40 by Kate MacHarg '02
Chuck and Shirley Moore retire by Donna Downs
Performing Artist Series announces 2002-03
schedule by Arna M. Smith '87
Local YFC was started by TU students nearly 50
years ago by Kate MacHarg '02
Spreading smiles - Kid's Carnival 2002 by Becky
Ozinga '04
From Mt. Kenya to Upland - the Muchiris by Jim
Carringer
Brown collection changes location, expands by
Dr. David Neuhouser
Women's Forum inspires future leaders by Lisa
Ritchie '98
Dr. Kroeker named director emeritus of Taylor
Chorale by Jim Garringer
New librarians arrive with pizzazz by Suzanne
Johnson '02
Reports on TU Habitat for Humanity and T.W.O.
spring break trips, and on the Youth Conferences
in Upland and Fort Wayne
Interview with India Youth For Christ
National Executive Director Prabha
George
vynAnw.tayloru.edu/upland/magazine/
"Take two blue pills and call
me in the morning."
T\venty-rt\e years later, Lou Roth still lo\'es her job.
i\]though she is excited about her retirement, Roth says
she will miss her position as the assistant director at the
health center.
Roth began her job in 1977, just a few years after the
llaakonsen Health Center was built. She was director of
the health center for 17 years, and has been the assistant
director for the past eight years.
"I like working with students and I'x'e certainly met a
lot through the years," said Roth. She mentioned that she
has kept in touch with several students, and has gotten to
know many — and "... not always because they're sick."
Roth and her husband Roger, who was a physics pro-
fessor at Ta>'l()r for 33 years, are \'ery in\'ol\'ed in the
Taylor community. The couple attends men's and wom-
en's athletic e\'ents both home and away and frequently
go to concerts and plays. Their four children are Taylor
graduates. Jon '85, Brian '88, Dawn '91 and Amy '95 all
live in the Ahdwest. The Roths also ha\'e two nephews and
se\'eral cousins w ho attended Taylor University.
Roth looks forward to ha\ing more time to tra\el and
to see her eight grandchildren upon retiring. This summer
the Roths are traveling out west to Seattle and Canada.
The Roths plan to stay in LTpland, Ind., and continue to be
a part of Taylor acti\'ities. —Kate MacHarg '02
Mrs. Lou Roth finishes
a quarter century of
service to students.
Taylor, Summer 2002
Winter (background) and DeLong, Dr. DeLong's
math teams have consistently beaten out other
Taylor and Harvard
professors collaborate
on new math
education text
Wliat began as a collection of notes of
two University of Michigan graduate stu-
dents evolved into a 270-page book.
Matt DeLong, TUIT math professor, met
Dale Winter, a current Harvard professor,
in graduate school where they were both
helping to train and superxise new gradu-
ate students and post-doctoral fellows who
were teaching math.
DeLong and Winter decided to pool their
resources into a large manual and suiimit-
ted the manuscript to the Mathematical top Indiana colleges in state competitions over
Association of America (NL\.\). The end the past two years. Read about the teams' recent
successes, learn about DeLong s work as a choir
result was their book Learning to Teach conductor and enjoy the full text of a recent
and Teachiufi to Lear-n Mathematics, pub- interview with DeLong in the summer 2002
lished bv M\.\ in December 200
L
°"""^ ^^8^^'"^ '' www.tayloru.edu/upland/
magazine/.
The book provides an outline for orga-
nizing and effecti\ely running a math classroom and includes chapters on e\'ery-
thing from motixating students to effecti\e end-of-the-semester administration.
"We are thankful for the opportimity to ha\'e written this book, and to have
gotten it published," says DeLong. "We hope that it makes a positi\'e impact on
impro\ing the teaching of elementary college mathematics." —Arna M. Smith 'N7
Irvine's life remembered and celebrated
Taylor sophomore Kimberly Irx'ine, 20, died the afternoon of March 16,
2002, while hiking in Glendolaugh, County Wicklow, Ireland. Ivimberly was
participating in a semester study program in Greystones, Ireland.
The accident occurred during a trip to an ancient monastic \'illage. NMiile
hiking, Ivimberly slipped off a rock and fell down a cliff of approximately 60 feet.
Kimberly was an English writing major and a resident of English Hall. She
was also a PROBE leader as part of Taylor's orientation program, as well as a
member of the equestrian team. She is remembered for her contagious laugh,
outgoing personality and zest for life. A worship ser\'ice was held in Rediger Audi-
torium April 7, 2002, where several hundred members of the Taylor community
attended to remember Kimberlys life and support the Ir\ine family.
Her parents. Bill and Ruth, and brothers, Mike and Daxe, expressed the fol-
lowing in a letter to Taylor: "Thank you for your thoughts and prayers. Oiu'
hearts have been broken and yet wc ha\e been o\erwhclmed by (lods lo\'e
through the people of God. It has been amazing. Taylor is a wonderful place and
we are glad lum was a part of it. God bless you." —Suzanne .lohnson "02
More information at www.tayloru.edu/upland/campus/news/200 1-2002/
irvine03-17-02.html.
Sports Update
Men's Track: Tiiyiur men won their eighth
straight MGG title and took second in
the NCCAA. Se\'en student athletes com-
peted at NAL\ Nationals where the team
placed 14th overall. John Miles placed
3rd in the high jump, Br\'an Jackson and
Mark Voss placed 4th and 6th respec-
tively in the 400 hurdles and John \\ acht-
mann finished 6th in the 80()-meter run.
The 4x400 relay team of Jackson, \'oss,
Wachtmann and Richie Gibbs also fin-
ished 6th. All of the above athletes earned
Ali-American honors for their efforts.
Women's Track: Christel Deal earned All-
,\nieriean recognition with a 3rd place
finish in the 400-meter hurdles at NAIA
Nationals. Tracy Hale placed 7th in the
pole vault. Six women competed in the
meet.The team placed 2nd in the MCG
meet and broke records in 400 hurdles,
pole \ault and 4x100 relay.
Men's Tennis: The men finished the
season with a \()-^> mark, adxancing to
the Re.iiion \'Iil (Miampionships.
Baseball: Tiie Trojans finished 16-23
imder first-year head coach Mark Raikes.
Their 13-15 mark in the MCC was good
for sixth place. Kyle Gould and Matt
Alspaugh were selected to the MCG all-
eonferenee team.
Softball: The Lady Trojans finished with
a 7-27 record o\'erall, and improxed
their standing in the MCC to sixth place
with a 5-*^' mark. Seniors Oeli I'liitler and
Kate ( )ates led the sc|uad.
Coif: The year was highlitihted by a third
place finish in the MCC race, a fifth at
the NAIA Regional Championship and a
second place finish at the Siena Heights
Invitational \\ here Kellen Moore claimed
medallist honors.
More information is a\ailable at the
Taylor L'ni\ersity athletics website:
www.tayloru.edii/iipland/athleties/.
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Don Odle
We gathered Tuesday, March 1 2, 2002, to celebrate God's goodness and grace to Don Odle - a
hometown boy with a worldwide passion and influence,
Don was born May 12, 1920, in Muncie, Ind. and graduated from Selma High School in 1938, He
completed his undergraduate education at Taylor University in 1 942. He received his masters degree in
education at Indiana University in 1 948. After coaching basketball at Aurora and Frankton High Schools,
he returned to Taylor as the head basketball coach in 1 947, He coached our Upland Trojans for 32 years,
winning 468 games before retiring in 1 979,
"Coach," as he was known to so many, was instrumental in starting intercollegiate football at Taylor in
1 948, He also coached baseball and golf, In 1 952, Don formed Venture for Victory, a sports evangelism
outreach in which American all-star basketball players toured the Far East, His twelve Venture for Victory
teams compiled a 600 & 12 win/loss record visiting countries that included Japan, Korea and Vietnam,
In 1 960, at the invitation of Madame Chiang Kai-shek, Don coached the Chinese Nationalist basketball
team in the Rome Olympiad.
In 1957, Coach Odle held the first summer basketball camp at Taylor University, Over 60,000 young
people have attended these camps in the past 45 years - many of them coming to faith in Jesus Christ,
Through this outreach hundreds of Taylor alumni were first introduced to both the Savior and the school
Don loved. He is a member of the Indiana Basketball Hall of Fame, the NAIA Basketball Hall of Fame,
the Taylor University Athletic Hall of Fame, the Taylor University Legion of Honor and was honored by
Indiana's governor with the title "Sagamore of the Wabash,"
How appropriate it was for Don's home going to be celebrated here at this University where he first
came to understand the glorious promise that he who has the Son has life. It is also significant that this
service was held in the old Maytag Gymnasium, now Rediger Auditorium, where many of Don's finest
moments as a player, prayer and coach occurred.
During the memorial service and the lunch following, stories of Don's exploits at home and abroad
brought peels of laughter and tears of joy, I came away from this celebration of a life fully and faithfully
lived with two profound insights. First, small towns and their institutions often produce big people with
very long shadows. And second, one person, fully committed to Christ, still can transform the lives of
countless others. -David J. Gyertson
MMtl^l9tlMK^AM,*iaiaih^9i:i»}ilala{^^M9l9!4i
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It has been said that we live our lives twice - first In
experience, second in our memories, So It was with
a moment captured on a cool September day as Don
and Bonnie Odie held hands and greeted friends and
well-wishers at the OdIe Golf Classic. While the air
was filled with talk of the terrorist attacks just three
days before, there was something reassuring about
Coach and Bonnie's presence. Don's aching knees
and weakened heart didn't allow him to stand for long
periods of time, let alone walk anywhere, but there
he was that day, standing, walking and laughing with
his old friends, and holding the hand of his bride of
57 years. As Don and Bonnie graced the Odie Clas-
sic with what would be his final visit to that event,
It was just one of many thousands of moments that
were enjoyed while they lived and are cherished in our
memories. —Jim Garringer
Y^ ^1944
Further information about Don Odie's life is available in the online magazine archives. Go to www.taylonj.edu/upland/
magazine/ and click on "search. " Read ever/thing from "The Wide, Wide World of Don OdIe" by Will Cleveland in the spring
1 969 Taylor magazine to "Why Christian Education Is Necessar/ Today" by Dr Milo A. Rediger in the February 1 96 1 issue to
'Taylor Plays Free China Team" by Joan Sellecl< in the January 1955 issue.
"Coach Odie's Full Court Press, " a compelling new book by Dr Jessica Rousselow-Winquist and Dr Alan H. Winquist, tells
the story of Don Odie's life and explains Taylor University's connection to the Venture for Victory program and the modern
sports evangelism movement. For more information about the book, call 1-800-882-3456, ext. 4945.
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2iccomp[ishments
Roger
Jenkinson '60
was a student
athlete at
Taylor University
when he went on
his f/rst Venture for
Victory sports evangelism
trip in 1958. Although he had
previously studied chemistry,
history and math, the team's
sojourn throughout the mountains
and waterways of the Asian
continent fueled a fire for geography
that still burns bright today.
In April, Jenkinson reached one of
geography's mountaintops when he was
presented with the Geographic Educators' Network of Indiana
(GENI) Legion of Honor award. The honor, tantamount to a
lifetime achievement award, not only recognized four decades of
geography education, it also came as a complete surprise.
'1 realized they had pulled one over on me," Jenkinson smiled.
'When I got there and found Bob Dulli (of the National Geographic
Society) was there, I knew something was up. I found out a lot of
people knew, but I didn't."
Jenkinson, who teaches geography and history at Taylor, has an
educational career that spans the past 41 years, 36 of which have
been spent in Upland. Since 1989, he has served as president of the
GENI - a statewide network of over 4,000 teachers who work toward
the furtherance of geography education.
According to Gilbert M. Grosvenor, chairman of the board of the
National Geographic Society in Washington D.C., the honor was well
deserved. Grosvenor was unable to attend but sent his assistant,
Dulli, to the ceremony with a personal letter. "I am with you in spirit,"
the letter read. '1 want to thank you for your
leadership, not only in Indiana but nation-wide.
I also want to thank your family ... for letting us
have so much of your time over the last decade - we literally
would not have geography in Indiana's schools v^thoutyour hard
work."
"All of Taylor University rejoices with Dr. Roger and Jan Jenkinson,"
said Dr. Chris Bennett, academic dean of Taylor's Upland campus.
'The Geography Educators' Network of Indiana, under Roger's
leadership, has become the model for geography alliances across
America. The National Geographic Society regularly refers other state
alliances to GENI for 'best practices.' We celebrate this kind of
community and professional involvement by our faculty."
Jenkinson says GENI works to improve the state's geography
teaching landscape through curriculum development, better teacher
certification, workshops, lesson plans and educational materials.
'The United States had become geographically illiterate. We got
involved to try to improve geographic education," Jenkinson said.
"We've had tremendous success. But there's a lot of work to do."
—Jim Garringer
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Beyond the call of duty
Strong bonds connect Upland and Taylor
Ties between Upland and Taylor go far beyond historical connection and mutual
appreciation.Taylor enjoys benefits like Upland's small-town, family atmosphere and
community services, including police, fire and emergency assistance.Taylor students
show their support for the community in many ways such as spending money at
local businesses and by providing thousands of hours of volunteer service through
programs like tutoring, Big Brothers Big Sisters,the children's program at the Upland
Community Church, and the Community Plunge service day each fall.
Brad Yordy and Josiah Freemyer's work with the local emergency response team
is just one of the thousands of great stories of the cooperation and connection
between Upland and Taylor University.
Four minutes. That's all the time TU tell them, Tm going to have to ask you to
students Brad Yordv and Josiah Freemyer step back.' Every situation is different,"
have from the time they get paged to the Yordy says. "Normally, people under-
time the\' have to arrive at the Medic 8 stand that you are there to help."
ambulance complex in Upland, Ind. And sometimes they don't, as Yordy
Yordy, a sophomore sport management discovered once when he was confronted
and communications major, and
Freemver, a junior pre-med stu-
dent, were Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMTs) on call from
6 p.m. to 6 a.m. several times a
week during the school year.
"In the middle of the night,
it's a short four minutes," says
Yordy, a veteran of nearly 50
ambulance runs.
A t\'pical emergency run starts
when a distress call is assigned
by the Grant County Emer-
gencv' Medical Service to one
of the county's seven EMS sta-
tions. During the run, Yordy
and Freemyer get updates on
the patient's condition that pre-
pare them for what might bo
awaiting them when they arrive.
"We go to car wrecks, the nurs-
ing home and out in the com-
munity, " says Freemyer.
"Some family members want
to help out. Some are not think-
ing rationally. That's when I'll
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by an axe-waving man. "It was an inter-
esting situation, " says Medic 8 unit chief
Edwin Welch who added that even with
the ups and downs, service as an EMT
is worth the effort. "I call it 'rewarding;'
many times you're able to go back and
speak to family and find out how
that person is doing," he says.
"You get pretty attached to the
people you take in," Freemyer
states. "If you go on a run where
you know the people, it will
shake anybody."
The pay is minimal — only $30
for an ambulance run, which is
split between the crew members
- and only after they have fin-
ished a five-month course and
have been certified by the state.
Then there are issues ofsleep. The
average run takes two hours.
Yordy says that he hopes that
his work has resulted in saved
lives and adds that it gives him a
great feeling when a relative rec-
ognizes him and thanks him for
what he did.
"I love working with the people
I work with, " says Freemyer. "It's
a cool thing to think that you
may have had a small part in
helping somebody."
—Jim Gamnger
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SicklerHall -a century of service
This summer, on June 4, 2.002., the oldest standing building on Taylor's
campus had its 100th birthday. And it has some stories to tell.
From a mastodon to fruit flies, trom a theatre to the
prayer chapel, over the last century, Sickler Hall has housed
them all. What began 1 00 years ago as a young men's
dormitory has evolved into a science building, education
building, communications building and finally home to
the William Taylor Foundation, alumni office, prayer
chapel and Compton Art Museum.
With bricks made from local clay, Sickler was built in
1902 thanks to a generous donation from the widow ot
Christopher Sickler, an early Taylor trustee. It was the
desire of the Sicklers to aid young ministerial candidates in
their education. Thus, Sickler Hall provided free housing
for children of ministers and missionaries.
Neil Compton 'x30 was one of the residents who was able
Taylor, Summer 2002
to thank the University for his experience in Sickler Hall and
at Taylor in general in a very tangible way. Compton gave
part of his extensive art collection to the Universit}'— it
resides in Sickler today.
Shortly after the Magee-Campbell-Wisconsin dormitory
was finished in 1926, the young mens rooms in Sickler
were transformed into lecture halls and classrooms, and the
science department moved in. The biolog}' department occu-
pied the basement and installed labs. Many alumni will recall
biology professor Vida Woods fruit flies and the radiation
experiments in the basement that took place .30 years later.
In the May 17, 1927, Echo, Sickler was threatened to
be demolished, as "old must give way to the new." The
building was spared due to insufficient funds at the time.
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By 1929, Sickler housed the Univer-
sity Museum, which included collec-
tions of tossils, reptiles and insects.
The chiet attraction was the remains
of a mastodon discovered near Taylor
in 1928. The collection remained in
Sickler until it was moved to H.
Maria Wright Hall in 1950 where it
was consumed, along with that entire
building, in the 1960 fire.
With campus dorm space nearing
capacit}', the prayer areas in each dor-
mitory were converted to living space
and a central area for prayer was
needed. In 1949, Sickler Hall was
chosen as the location for a quiet place
where students could avail themselves
of an opportunit)' to commune with
God. The prayer chapel was furnished
Hall after die H. Maria Wright Hall
fire. The educadon department contin-
ued to call Sickler Hall home undl
the Liberal Arts building, later known
as the Reade Memorial Liberal Arts
Center, was completed in 1966.
After the educadon department relo-
cated, the speech department, the
forerunner ol today's communications
department, invaded Sickler. Mrs.
Gladys Greathouse, department chair
in the 1960s, left her mark on the
Hall by formally naming the base-
ment area where she held her classes
as "Attica." A kitchen had been
left in the basement by the biology
department, and Greathouse enjoyed
the opportunity to "develop students'
senses tor drama by baking an occa-
ect to restore this campus landmark
was undertaken by the William Taylor
Foundation to provide a home for
the Compton Oriental Art Collection,
which now resides on the second floor
of Sickler. More than half a million
dollars was spent remodeling Sickler
Hall in 1995 and the building was
completely overhauled. In addition to
an area for the museum, space was
created for the offices of the William
Taylor Foundation and alumni rela-
tions. The basement was renovated
to allow for conference facilities and
classroom space. The prayer chapel
was also refurbished and an elevator
was added.
Over the past century, Sickler served
the University and her students well.
Pictured here in ipo^y its quiet beauty remains.
as a gift from the class of 1950. The
1955 yearbook mentions that Thurs-
days were set aside as special prayer
days. At noon, students would gather
in the prayer chapel "for the inspiring,
noon-day prayer meetings. Those who
[went knew] its effectiveness."
During the 1950s and 1960s Sickler
Hall, which had housed numerous
departments, was primarily used by
the education department and was
known by most students simply as
the "ed building." In 1961 a cement
block building, which today has been
remodeled as the Freimuth Administra-
tion building, was constructed to house
some of the science faculty who had
temporarily been displaced to Sickler
sional pan of brownies," recalls Dr. Jes-
sica Rousselow-Winquist, professor of
communication arts. During the stay
of the speech department, the second
floor of Sickler also housed a "theatre
in the round."
During the 1980s and early 1990s,
Sickler Hall continued to be used
as the home of the communications
department. Rousselow-Winquist
recalls teaching public speaking classes
while the steam radiators clanked.
Temperature control was managed by
raising and lowering the windows.
In 1995 Rupp Communication Arts
Center became a reality, and Sickler
Hall, then more than 90 years old
was empty and in disrepair. The proj-
It stands as a landmark to God's faith-
ful provision for Taylor over the past
100 years and is capable of providing
a home for that heritage for years to
come. —Serena Thrush '04
Take a tour of the Compton Ori-
ental Art Museum compliments of
an online video documentary by
Perry Onorio '04.
Read an extended version of this
condensed history.
All this and more is available
when you go to www.tayloru.edu/
upland/magazine/ and look for the
Summer 2002 issue online extras!
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iscipling the Christian mind:
^"^^ Grounded in the Liberal Arts
irist-centered
biblically
< anchored
Liberal Arts
grounded
President David J. Gyertson
whole person
focused
vocationally
equipping
servant leadership
motivated
'did not Imow my motlier's father very well. We were not a close family
-and he died when I was quite young. What I do remember about Grandpa
Davis is that he loved thinking about the mysteries of life. He made his living
as a pharmacist and, as a result of his work, came to the conclusion that
humanity's greatest quality is an insadable quest for knowledge. While not
a churchman, this view of what distinguished mankind from the rest of the
natural order shaped his perspectives of the after-life. He hoped that heaven
would be a place of perpetual learning - where the adventure of discovery
continued for an eternity.
This isn't the first time
the Liberal Arts have been
examined in the pages
of Taylor magazine. An
article on the definition
and importance of Liberal
Arts written by Dr. Milo
Rediger appeared in the
June 1963 issue. There
is also a strong article
in the Fall '83/Winter
'84 magazine entitled
"New Graduation
Requirements" and the
entire magazine in the
spring of 1988 was
dedicated to the topic.
Several thought-provoking
articles in that issue,
including one by then
president Jay Kesler,
address the value of the
Liberal Arts and their
integral role at Taylor
University.
All these articles are
available online by
visiting the Taylor home
page, clicking on the
alumni tab and then
selecting the "online
magazine." The
"search" feature allows
you to read these and
dozens of other stories
sorted by year or topic.
Visit www.tayloru.edu.
Influenced by that perspective, some of
the seeds ofmy own search for Truth were
sown. However, it was through the revela-
tion of the One who is the way, the Truth
and the Ute, nurtured in the rich soil oi
the rigors and relationships of a Christ-
centered Liberal Arts education, that my
quest tor knowledge rooted most deeply.
1 believe that the adventure of liberal
learning is the privilege oi a humanity
created in the image of God. It is impor-
tant, however, that we understand the
word liberal to mean broad, comprehen-
sive and generous rather than unortho-
dox or anti-conservative as has come to
be understood in some Christian circles.
Based in classical Greek education, the
studv of the Liberal Arts includes the
subject matter represented by the trivium
and qitadrivium - the belief that well-
rounded citizens need an understanding
of and skills in the sciences, humanities,
art, drama, culture, history and rhetoric
in order to achieve their highest potential
and make their greatest contributions.
While the study oi the Liberal Arts
declined in recent years, due to an empha-
sis on education as a means primarily to
vocational competence, there is a renewed
interest in rediscovering the importance of
broad learning for society's benefit. The
Association ofAmerican Colleges and
Universities recently launched an initia-
tive designed to reestablish a commitment
to education that moves beyond career
training. In their news release ofApril
2, 2002, announcing a Presidents Cam-
paign for the Advancement of Liberal
Learning (CALL), the following perspec-
tive is offered.
Especially since September 2001,
Americans have been catapidted into
a powerful sense ofengagement with
peoples, places, histories and ideologies
that many ofus previously knew
only dimly. Our entire society is now
caught up in questsfor deepened
understanding and in re-examina-
tions ofthe most basic questions
about social trust, civic duty, inter-
nationaljustice, world cultures and
sustainable health. While much in
our present situation is unprece-
dented, our intense needfor both
knowledge and wisdom also reminds
us ofessential truths that we have
long known but recently neglected.
Chiefamong these is the Jeffersonian
recognition that democracy depends
for its vitality upon education,
ivhile education serves democracy
best when it prepares usforjust the
kinds ofquestions we nowface: ques-
tions about the wider world, about
our own values and about the diffi-
cult choices we must now make both
as human beings and as citizens.
The CALL continues with a descrip-
tion of those elements believed to
be necessary lor the development of
informed citizens who are characterized
by wisdom and character as well as com-
petence. These elements include devel-
oping intellectual and ethical judgment;
expanding cultural, societal and sci-
entific horizons; cultivating democratic
and global knowledge and engagement;
and preparing for work in a dynamic
and rapidly evolving economy.
I applaud this initiative and resonate
with its objectives. However, I believe
that the faith-informed elements nec-
essary to serve as the catalyst for
these outcomes are missing. Without an
understanding ofwhat Jefferson called
nature's God, the quest for such lofty
ends cannot be undertaken fully. Liberal
learning, to achieve these results, must
recognize that the ultimate source of
knowledge is the Creator God, Jesus
Christ His Son and the tutoring presence
of the Holy Spirit. In light of these
renewed calls, the opportunities for insti-
tutions committed to Christian Liberal
Arts education may be unparalleled.
Education that is truly Christian com-
^ORE
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mits to a comprehensive, disciplined
study of life and learning - what institu-
tions like Taylor describe as the Chris-
tian perspective in the Liberal Arts. As a
Christian University, one of Taylor's core
values is the belief that the mysteries of
God can be known through multi-disci-
plinary studies. As a result, we ground
our quest for knowledge in the Liberal
Arts. The tact that we are Christ-cen-
tered and biblically anchored liberates
us to pursue the heights and depths
of the human quest to know and be
known. The conviction that all that is
true, when fully and honestly pursued,
leads us to a deeper communion with
the One who is the way, the truth and
the life. Such conviction challenges us
to catch God at work in every place,
plan, process and person. Put another
way, the Christian Liberal Arts enables
the follower of Christ to approach all of
life with the conviction that God is up
to something and that the something and
this Someone can be known.
At Taylor University we study the dis-
ciplines of the sciences expecting the
natural order to yield insight into the
created world as well as the Fathers
methods of and mission for that cre-
ation. We examine and produce art,
literature, drama and music with the
belief that humanity's deepest longings
for ultimate meaning and intimate rela-
tionships, anchored to the presence of
the One who declared let us create, are
revealed. We explore mankinds victories
and defeats in the great social, political,
and cultural experiments with the hope
that in the reflective study of the rise and
fall of our best efforts we will one day
find a true republic - the City ot God,
where the lion will lie down with the
lamb and war will be studied no more.
Through the Liberal Arts we learn to
use the divine gift of incarnational com-
munication declaring the truths of God's
mysteries and mercies with clarity, con-
viction and compassion.
In the writings of Christian philoso-
pher Elton Trueblood I find a persistent
call to the life of the disciplined, liberally
educated mind. In his book, A Life of
Search (Friends United Press: 1996), he
writes:
The Christian is called to think.
That is not the only thing we are
called to do, but as I look around the
world in which I move, I see that
we do fairly well with prayer and we
are often personally loving. Our trou-
ble is in the thinking. It ought to be
possible to have both the warm heart
and the clear head ... to be both
tenderhearted and tough-minded.
I believe that for those dedicated to
such a vision of whole discipleship, the
perspective that God is at work in cre-
ation and throughout culture demands a
commitment to a taith-filled exploration
of the Liberal Arts. With tough minds,
tender hearts and hands committed to
competent, compassionate service, we at
Taylor University prepare new genera-
tions convinced that God is up to some-
thing and that He and it can be known.
The childhood game of hide and seek
I once played with my grandfather has
infected me with a lifelong passion - to
reach out to God at the beginning of
each new day praying Come out, come
out wherever you are\ To ground our
search for Truth in the disciplined study
of the Christ-centered Liberal Arts is one
of life's greatest adventures and the disci-
ple's most sacred privileges.
Dr. David Gyertson is in
his third year of service
as president of Taylor
University. Gyertson
holds a doctorate from
Michigan State University
v^ith a major in higher
education administration
and management. Before
coming to Taylor he
served in a variety of
leadership roles,
including president of
Asbury College and
president of Regent
University.
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What's it like to da special effects far a Hallywoad blackbuster?
Ask Tim Naylof
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"I'm out here driving across the Golden Gate Bridge and I can't believe it," smiles Tim Noylor
'94 as he heads tov/ard v^ork "It's amazing."
Naylor v^orks at his dream job - Industrial Light & Magic (ILM), George Lucas 's special effects
center. He recently finished helping with creature development for Star Wars Episode II: Attack
of the Clones.
Noylor's journey from going to college in Indiana to living minutes from the Pacific Ocean is
not v^hat he had planned for himself when he left Taylor. ILM is located near Son Francisco and
"that'salong way from the Midwest," Naylor grins
Raised in Chicago, both he and his sister, Jenny (Naylor '93) Upton, chose to go to Taylor
University. Naylor majored in business administration. "I was unsure of myself in college," Naylor
explains. "I was pretty shy."
Following his four years in Upland, Ind., he moved to Florida to work on his dreams of
becoming a "big-time broker." FJe realized that he simply did not enjoy corporate life after
working for nearly two years with a brokerage company. Recalling some good experiences with
his elective classes in sculpture at Taylor, he decided to pursue additional schooling in art.
"I looked at several places and then heard about Full Sail near Orlando, Fla.," Naylor
explains. "On a tour there, I sow a guy who had the skeletal structure of a leg on his computer
screen. He was making it move with his mouse. I said, 1 want to do that.'"
Over the next several years, Naylor finished his coursework at Full Sail, received a job doing
3-D animation for a Florida-based company that does military contracts for the U.S.
government, and spent time back at Full Sail as an instructor. "It's amazing to see how God
orchestrated my life as I look back. He had it all lined up.
"
When a former student from Full Sail e-mailed him in 1998 saying that he had been hired to
work for Lucas Digital, Ltd., in California, Naylor decided to pursue a childhood dream. "I
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remember very clearly playing with my AT-AT walker and other Star Wars toys as an 8-year-old and thinking it would be so cool to make this
stuff."
His chance to do just that required getting into ILM, which receives thousands of resumes a year. For the work in which Naylor was
interested, a 'demo reel,' a short sample of animation he had done, was more important than a list of accomplishments on his resume.
Naylor explains that he put in countless hours over many weeks making his demo reel. The result was 45 seconds of animation.
On the night before the application was due, Naylor was working on the final piece of animation - a 15-second clip of an arm flexing
where the skin and muscles changed realistically as the bone structure moved. "At 2 a.m., I'd hit a wall," Naylor says. 'It wasn't working. I
thought, 'Why should God help me at the last minute?' But I got out of my chair and got on my hands and knees on the floor and prayed."
Naylor got back in his chair and suddenly everything seemed to come together. Thirty minutes and a few adjustments later, everything was
working. ~
Naylor says that those final 15 seconds on his demo reel were what got him hired at ILM. 'It was the one thing on the tape that I asked
God to be a part of," he admits. 'It was an incredible lesson for me. The other stuff I'd spent weeks on didn't impress them. It's like the aspect
of my life that I included God in is the part that resulted in blessing." -
For over a year, Naylor has been working in the nondescript buildings that house arguably the best special effects studios in the world.
"Everything is real low key on the outside," Naylor explains. 'Inside is the most amazing stuff you can imagine."
F^is co-workers are as interesting as the digital technology he uses. 'UM people are from all over the world. They're great," Naylor
explains. "My team in Creature Development was excellent to work with. We really worked together to get stuff done."
Naylor's personality seems to fit well in his working environment He does not like to draw attention to himself. He is serious about quality.
He can hardly contain his excitement "
Finished with his work on fp/sode //, he has moved on to other projects at ILM. Yet when he talks about his life and the recent past. Star
Wars is secondary. 'The true story is God's faithfulness. I can't believe he took my dreams seriously as an 8-year-old. He was there listening
to me, and he's here now,"says Naylor. 'I've learned to ask him, 'Lord, guide my eyes, my hands, my mind as I work.'"
'1 feel so undeserving of all this," Naylor explains. '1 simply want to do my job with excellence."
\o\ a behind-the-scenes interview with Jim Hayior, go online to the Summer 2002
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A psychology major with a minor
in sociology, Jcssica Thompson
spent her college career learning to
understand people. She has taken
classes like research methods, ethics,
and life span development and has
excelled in them.
The effort she puts into her required
class work is mirrored by the care she
puts into understanding people on a
personal level. "1 am intentional about
building friendships," she explains. Her
teammates who ran four years of cross-
country and track with her and the
people she's lived with both on and off-
campus can attest to that.
David Coons leaves Taylor with a mind that has
been challenged and a heart that has been softened.
Both his friends and professors have inspired him in
this process.
The Ohio native recalls making a trip to Oklahoma
with his Christian education classmates. The class
had planned a weekend retreat; however, at the
last minute they instead chose to do relief work
In Oklahoma City where tornadoes had destroyed
hundreds of homes.
According to Coons, one professor who greatly
Influenced him Is Dr. Jim Spiegel. As a double major
In Christian education and philosophy, Coons was
Impressed with Spiegel's knowledge and scholarship
as well as his active participation in campus events
outside the classroom. Coons also admires Spiegel's
respect for a simple life. "It is evident he values his
wife and child immensely, and he is serious about
pursuing a virtuous Christian life," states Coons.
Next year Coons plans to teach English In a school
In China. -Ama M. smith '87
During her time at Taylor, Thompson
has had a model for this sort of tough-minded, tenderhearted Hving — Professor Diane
Dungan. "She has personally taken an interest in many of her students, includiiig me,"
explains Thompson. "She has encouraged me and challenged me. She has believed in my
abilities as a psychology student."
Thompson will return to her home state of Michigan after graduation and plans to pursue
a master's degree in counseling from N4ichigan State University.
"All of my professors have done so much!" states JeSSICa Pel I. Biology professor
Dr. Jeff Regier is one of her favorites. Peil, a biology major, explains, "Dr. Regier
sparked my interest in the field of genetics and molecular biology and has influenced
my career choice."
"He opened his home to our class for dinner during the semester," she continues. "He
always had his office door open ready to ar^swer all of my questions."
Peil, a Peoria, 111., native, is planning on putting her training from Regier to good work.
She hopes to spend next year in a laboratory to get some experience and then move on
to do graduate work in
genetics. This summer
she also plans to marry
Bill Claybrook '01, who
is currently working for
Eli Lilly.
She enjoyed her time
at Taylor, especially the
hours she spent in her
first three years work-
ing with BASSYCS, an
outreach program for
local elementary-aged
children. "I was glad to
be able to see them each
week, " Peil smiles, "and
share my life with them
just like so many people
have done for me."
The future for Shawtl Alspaugh is very bright, as he is the
first Taylor University mathematics major to be offered two different
three-year fellowships in mathematics - one at Indiana University
and the other at the Ohio State University. A fellowship pays for
living expenses and tuition, so concentration may be given to gradu-
ate courses.
"I am very excited to be offered these awards," says Alspaugh,
originally from North Liberty, Ind. "It is definitely an honor, but at
the same time rather humbling as well."
Although he was in a serious accident during his senior year,
Alspaugh was able to make a quick comeback in order to catch up
and graduate In May.
While a student at Taylor, Alspaugh worked on a Taylor summer
research project in 1999, was on the math team which finished
second in the Indiana College Mathematics Competition in 2001, and
spent the summer of 2001 working with the Research Program for
Undergraduates at Oregon State University. "I really enjoyed my
math professors," states Alspaugh. "Taylor is a great place if you are
striving to achieve academic excellence." -Ama m. smitu -s?
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Alumni N otes
1934
Rev. Herbert Boyd died on Jan, (i idllowins
a period ot declining li<.alth lie sencd tlie
United Methodist Chiireh tor o\er 41) years,
retiring in U>S1. as host at the Methodist
House at tlie C'hantaiiqiia Institute. NY. He
was actixe in iiis eoniniunity and was an hon-
orary member ol the Alliion Fire Dept. Sur-
\i\ing is wife of 66 years Roberta (Bennett);
dauiihter Margaret; and sons, Boyiie, Alan '70
and Dan '59, Mrs. Boyd's address is e/o West-
hur>-. 31 N Park A\e, Mead\1lle. PA 16335.
1935
Blaine Bishop went to be with the Lord on
Feb. J3, lie sen-ed the Lord t'aithtully in
several pastorates and was pastor of Calvary
Baptist Church in Los Gatos. Calif., for 29
years before "retiring." Bishop then became
the pastor at Monte Vista Chapel in Turlock,
Calif., where he remained for 10 years. Dr.
Bishop is sunived by his wife Betty (Peck
x'37) who may be reached at 1720 N Quincy
Rd. Turiock. CA 953S2.
1942
Ellen (Owens) MacDiarmid died in Fort
Myers, Fla., on Jan. IS. Ellen was a public
school teacher, then a missionar\' to Viet-
nam under the Christian and Missionary
.\lliance. Before retiring she sen'ed as
housemother at Asbury College.
1945
Jean Holcombe passed away on Feb. 13.
She had worked as a librarian at Ball State
Univ and Manchester College. Suniving are
brother Warne '42 and sister Alice '39,
1951
The class of 1951 present their check to Taylor
University at their 50-year class reunion, Home-
coming 2001.
1952
—.SOyear class reunion, Oct. 25-27. 2002
Lois (Inboden) Kempton has spent the last
several years translating into English the
hymns of N'icolae Moldoveanu, which he
composed during his five-year imprison-
ment in Romania. N'icolae is the "Charles
Wesley" of Romania. Lois's address is 3591iS
Hocking Dr, Logan, OH 43138.
1953
Calvin Vass mourns the loss of Claudina, his
wife of 59 years. She died on ,Jan. 21. His
address is PO Bo.x 24, Clifford, IN 47226.
1957
—45-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
1958
Carole (Shoup) Smith has written a book.
From HopclessncNn to Ilatlelujuhs. detailing
her "trauma to triumph" after a hopeless
diagnosis of Stage 4 cancer three years
ago. She & husband R.,I. li\e at 77
Greenway Bend, Pottsboro, TX 75076. E-mail
is greenwayrjsCS'msn.com.
1961
Dr. Robert Jackson has been elected presi-
dent of the iVmerican Academy of Cosmetic
Surgery Jackson has over 30 years of sur-
gical experience and more than 20 years
experience with cosmetic procedures. He
is considered one of the pioneers in the
field of liposuction. • In April 2001, the
Christian Holiness Partnership chose John
Oswalt as Holiness Exponent of the Year.
This is an annual award gix'en by the orga-
nization. John is research professor of Old
Testament at Wesley Biblical Sem in Jack-
son, Miss., and the author oi(killed to Be
Holy and five other books.
1962
—40
-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
1964
.\ mini-alumni reunit)n took place when
Rev. Richard '61 & Elsbeth (Baris '61) Baar-
endse spoke at the .Mitchell Evangelical Free
("hureh, which is pastored by Rev, Duane
Schmutzer '63, ALso present were Marcia
A mini-reunion among '60s alumni
Another academic year has recently ended— and what a year it vt^as. In addition to the academic rigors that
faculty and students wrestled with regularly, the Taylor community faced and worked through, the challenges of
unexpected losses, including the death of two beloved students. Through the past year, our covenant community
has been strengthened and has grown to a deeper level as we faced the grief and burdens that this worldy life can
bring each of us. Together, we have ministered to each and stood firm in the knowledge that above all else our Lord
remains Sovereign and Supreme. Thanks to all ofyou who prayed and supported the campus during some past
difficult days. We praise the Lord for the hope He continues to give.
Looking ahead to next fall, mark your calendars for Homecoming 2002, Oct. 25-27. It will be a great weekend
together celebrating our Taylor heritage and catching a glimpse ofwhat will be happening at Taylor in the future.
You wont want to miss it! C/}^^
^£,^^
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(Weber) Schmutzer and Rex & Marijane
(Ritter) West. The Baarendses have retired
after 36 years of ser\'ice as missionaries
with TEAM in Vienna, Austria. Duane Sch-
mutzer is a teaching instructor at the Univ of
Nebraska School of Nursing: Marcia is an ele-
mentary school teacher; and Marijane West is
a preneed counselor for three funeral homes.
1965
After more than 30 years of liospital man-
agement for Dan Darby x and many years
of teaching for Sara (Cuynn), iliey are now
missionaries with Send Intl They sene in
the home office part of the year and in East
Asia the remainder. They are involved in
Creative Access ministries and resourcing
for mission initiatives. Their address is S9(l
Yorktown Ct, Northville, MI 48107. E-mail is
drdarby@aol.com
.
1967
—35-year class reunion, Oct, 25-27, 2002
1968
Wayne Ridder x has moved to 8130
Avanti Ln, Louisville, KY 40291. E-mail is
fastmanwayneS3@yahoo.com.
1969
Pam (Reynolds) Cabbard has been elected
national president of the American School
Counselor Association. She will be taking a
one-year leave of absence from her school
in Ballard (>ounty, Ky., to travel around the
oountr>' and lobby on behalf of ASCA in
Washington, D.G. She hopes that by the end
of her term every school has a counselor.
1970
The address for William 8: Betsy (Ferguson)
Hochstine is PO Bo.\ L Rt 119N, Crabtrcc,
PA 15024. Betsy is a teacher. E-mail is
ivymark@attibi .com
.
1971
Bob & Charlotte Canida and Steve x & Ann
Bob 71 & Charlotte Canida with Steve x71 &
Ann Shaub
Shaub worked together on a Christian Medi-
cal and Dental Association mission to the
Mayas in the mountains of Todos Santos,
Guatemala. Steve is a physician in Billings,
Mont., and Bob is a dentist in Madi,son, Ind.
The Canidas enjoyed sharing recent Taylor
years with son Ben '01. • Dave & Barb
(Funk) Neitzel arc retired and enjoying trav-
eling and working with a volunteer Chris-
tian RV group called Sowers (Servants on
Wheels Ever Ready). They do three-week
work projects at various Christian camps,
churches and other Christian organizations.
Their address is 10012 63"" Ave, Pleasant
Prairie, \V\ 53158. E-mail is davebarbneitzel
@pocketmail.com.
1972
—30-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27, 2002
1974
Bruce & Patricia (Jacobs x76) Anderson
live at 8504 Mapleville Rd, Boonsboro,
MD 21713. Bruce is CEO of San Mar,
Inc., a children's home and foster care pro-
gram in Western Maryland. E-mail is bta
(? sanmarhome.org.
1975
Roy & Marabeth (Johannes) RIngenberg
returned last year to Ecuador. Roy is
plugged back into medical education and
patient care at the hospital. Marabeth is
a children's leader in Bible Study Fellow-
ship. Roy is also on a committee translating
into Spanish the bioethics book that was
published by the U.S. Christian Medical
and Dental Association last year. E-mail is
rringenb@hcjb.org.ed.
1977
—25
-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27. 2002
1978
David & Donna Shaver have moved to
Oaxaca, Mexico, where David is teaching
missionary kids at Oaxaca Christian School.
Their children are Anthony (15), .James
(14), Andrew (12) and Laurel (10). The fam-
ily's address is Apdo. 21, Sue. Sta. Rosa Pan-
zacola, 68039 Oa.xaca, Oax., Mexico. E-mail
is shaverclan@aol.com.
1979
Nancy (Grande) Graham is the principal at
Cypress Lake IIS in Fort Myers, Fla. She
was previously principal at Charlotte IIS in
I'unta Gorde, Fla.
1980
Jim Krall has been named \p for iiiii\ersity
advancement at .lohn
Brown Univ in Siloam
Springs, Ark., where
he has worked since
1990. Ilisdept is
responsible for
fundraising. public
relations, marketing
and alumni/parent
relations.
Jim Kraii '80
1981
Steve & Vicky (Halupnik) Clinkscales are
pleased to announce the birth ni Sara Ann
on Feb. 15; she joins Michael (7) and Peter
(5). • Terry Miller li\es at 112 Splendor Ct,
Stillman X'alley, IL 01084. E-mail is terr\-sv
@msn.com.
1982
—20-year class reunion. Oct. 25-27, 2002
1983
Doug {y Rosemary Siewert live at 8059
Upper 145"' St. Apple Valley. MX 55124.
Doug is general director, corporate systems
for SuperValu, Inc. (jhildren arc Amy
(10), Eric (14) and Jordan (11). E-mail
is doug.siewert(S'supervalu.com • Matt &
Bobbie (Bailey '94) Young celebrated the
arrival of Ellen Rebecca on Feb. 28; she
joins .lo.seph ( 1 ). The family recently moved
to 310 Williams Ave E, Bellcfont.iinc, Oil
43311. E-mail is mattnbobcs'hriiiht.net.
Bobbie (Bailey '94) & Matt Young '83 with
Joseph and Ellen
1984
Elaine Weber is a guidance counselor at
(;entral Elem School in Huntington, Ind.
E-mail is crwcber(S'fwi.com. Elaine would
k)\'e to hear from her Taylor friends!
1985
Glen &Tia (Denney) Ford joyfully announce
the birth of Grant Ra\inond on March 25.
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(ilon is ;l prcidiict line iii:in;ii;cr :it I'Mxar
Corp. and Ti:i is stiiyins; Ikhik' with
(Iraiit. E-iii:iils :inj siloiLtorcltspaxarciim and
tlDrdJKSL'artlilink.iK't. • Jimmic \ lone
(Locker) Friedly live at 14275 Murpliy Rd,
Peyton, CX) MKS.M. E-mail is drjanditVicdh-
@sprintmail.coni. • Jay & Maribeth (Riggs
'88) Williams liw with children (irant
{^) and Faith ( 1 1 at 107 .lol't'crson \'allt'y,
c:oatcs\illc. IN 4(il21. Jay is a database
administrator lor 11' Medical tlcnter I'rolojiy
Dept. and Maribeth continues as a music
teacher at Sycamore Elem School in Avon,
hid. E-mail is mbjwilKg ccrtc.com.
1986
Jonathan P. Gentile married Shannon
Connor on Sept. 15, 2ll(tl. .lonathan is a
medical doctor in private practice in India-
napolis. The couple resides at 4501 N Merid-
ian St, Indianapolis, IN 46208. E-mail is
jgentile@indy.rreom.
1987
—15-year class reunion, Oct. 25-27. 2002
Ronald iS: Jennifer (Thomas x) Alcott live
at imot) Roekinyhnrse Ln. Spotsylvania,
\'.\ 22553. .lenniter is a prosiram director
for Rappahannock Area Dev Commission.
E-Miail is jtalcott(S'\'a.prestige. net.
1988
Jeff 6c Kami Arnette joyfully announce the
birth of Matthew Scott on Dec. 27, 2001;
he joins Jennifer (12). E-mail is j.samette
C<i briiiht.net. • Mark & Sonya (Merrill '90)
Brown reside at O .\rther Ct, .Madison, W'l
.53713. Mark is a partner at W'essel, Brown 8:
.Vssociates. E-mail is attymark(3'hotmail.com.
• Jeffrey & Melissa CertZ are proud parents
of Carson Seth bom May 8, 2001. The
family li\es at 209 Stadium Dr, Findlay, OH
45840. Jeff is the owner of Diamond Window
I'lcaninfi. E-mail is jftertz(s'mindsprini*.eom. •
Joseph &. Rebecca (Hubbard '91) Maniglia
li\-e at 1524 W Schrieber Ax'e #2, Chicago,
IL 60626, where Joseph is the youth pastor
at Lix'ing Water Community Church. Son
jVnthony "A.J." is 4. E-mail is manigabyte
@ameritech.net. • Lisa Miller married Michael
Marshall on Dec. 14, 2001. The couple lives
at 4000 Sweitzer St, L'niontown, Oil 44685.
E-mail is lisa.marshalKsthe-ehapel.org.
1989
Timothy &. Katherine (Boyer x'92) Coble
reside at 732 Ilallcrest Ct, Hermitage, TN
37076. Timothy is director of development
for XSV'oice. E-mai! is teoble@xsvoiee.com.
• Chad &. Dana (Deacon) Emery happily
announce the birth of Reagan EHzabeth on
,luly 4, 2001; she joins Quinn (7),
Dillon (4) and Cooper (2). The family
lives at 1707 Carolyn Way, Richardson,
TX 75081. • Juanita Cavilanez is a
physician assistant at Markle Medical
The 2002 Odie Classic will take place on Friday, September 20. Registration opens at
9 a.m. Enjoy the driving range, unique putting challenge, and friends prior to the
12:45 p.m. shotgun start at Walnut Creek and Club Run golf course.
The Hall of Fame/ golf awards banquet will take place on Friday evening at 6:15 p.m.,
with a preceding reception at 5:45 p.m.
New this year will be an optional golf scramble on Saturday, September 21
.
Registration begins at 7 a.m. and the shotgun start occurs at 8 a.m.The awards
luncheon is planned for 12:30 p.m.The home football game begins at 1:30 p.m. with
the 2002 Hall of Fame induction ceremony scheduled for halftime.Come to Upland
and join in the celebration of golf friends, football, more friends and Ivanhoes!
Call Tom Essenburg at 1-800-882-3456 x851 19 for more information and a brochure.
Ctr. Her address is 1528 X Wm Wells
t:ir, Bluffton, IX 46714. E-mail is jgavi
(sonlyinternet.net. • Robert Hartwell is
as.sociate pastor at N'illage Lutheran Church
in Bronxxille, X.Y. Last winter he was
named \'p of Bronx Westchester and North-
ern Manhattan for the Atlantic District of
the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod. He
receix'cd his doctorate in ministry last May
from New York Theol Sem in Manhattan. He
is currently editing a booklet called Grace
At Ground Zero: Reflections of God's Grace
Amid Terror. Robert & wife Sue hax'e txvin
8-year-old children, Me\ and Hannah. •
Tim & Ashlyn (Fell '90) Holz now lixe at
312 S 7"' St, St Peter, MN 56082. Tim man-
ages a Home Depot and Ashlyn is home with
children Makenna (4) and Elizabeth "E.J."
(3). E-mail is timandashfe'insn.com. • Jon &
Karen (Clouston) Kastelein mourn the death
of daughter Kaitlyn Grace (2). Mter a txvo-
year struj^le xvith kidney failure, including
a failed transplant, Kaitlyn xvent to be
xvith Jesus on Feb. 9. Surx'iving are her
sisters, .lenea (8), Mackenzie (5) and her
txvin Elizabeth (2). The family established
the Kaitlyn Crace Kastelein .Memorial Fund.
Clex'eland Clinic Fdn, PO Box 931517,
Cleveland, OH 44100. All donations contrib-
ute to the dexelopment of a pediatric dialy-
sis program at the Clinic. The family can be
reached at 2930 Odesa Dr, Medina, OH
44256. E-mail is jkastelein
@mirifex.com. • Paul Meriweather x is CEO
of Fourmula Technologies. He lix'cs xvith
xvife Sara and daughter Rachel (2) at 1530
Brimble Dr, Erie, CO 80516. E-mail is paul
©fourmula.com.
1991
Cairy & Susan (Johnson '92) Littlejohn
recently moxed to 25 Forest Hills Dr,
Holland, .Ml 49424. (.Children are Peter
(6), (iraham (2) and Sophie (2). E-mail
is thelittlejohnfamily(?yahoo.com. • David
& Dorie (McDougal '93) Thompson are
pleased to announce the birth of txvin boys,
Benjamin David and Whitaker Clark, on
Feb. 8; they join sisters Ellie (4) and Sophie
(2). The family resides in Arlington, Va.
1992
— 10-year class reunion. Oct. 25-27, 2002
Bennet & Heather (Hobbs) Bush announce
the birth of Matthew Paul on June 22, 2001.
Brother Stephen is 2. Heather is an attorney
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at Berker, Bush and Hudjiuns in Daxison,
Mich. Bennet is an assistant city attorney
for Fhnt, .\Uch. They reside at 14(18 Morn-
inglow Dr, Grand Blanc, MI 4«4J<;. They
would love to hear from their TU friends!
• Matt Hamsher is a finance teacher
at Cuyahoga N'alley Career Ctr; wife
Buffe is a HS English teacher. Daughter
Emerson is 2. E-mail is mattliamsher
@cvcc.kl2.oh.us. • Scott & Becky (Bartow
'94) Mason live at 17(i8 Plaza Ct.
Mountain \'iew, (]A 94040. Scott remains
the owner of Forward Loop Media. E-mail
is scottmason@mac.com. • Steve is: Jennifer
(Johnson) Moorhatch ha\e moved to ')o5
(.:edar (iroxe Kd. liroomall, PA 10008.
Jen teaches music part time at Delaware
County Christian School and senes as the
interim director of the contemporary ser-
vice at Aldan Union (Church, along with
being full-time mom to Cody (2), K-mail
is sjcmoorhatchCsatt.net. • Andy & Barb
(Alexander) Peterson thankfully announce
the adoption of Holly Marie born Sept.
10, 2001: she joins Grace (.1). The
family lives in Switzerland, but expects to
return to the U.S. this summer E-mail
is abpeterson(s'compuser\'e.eom. • Sarah
Powell is adventure program coordinator
at Mission Springs Conference C]tr in
Scotts N'alley, Calif. E-mail is spowell
@missionsprings.com. • Dan Seibel was
recently selected for promotion to major in
the U.S. Marines and will be taking over as
the aircraft maintenance officer of IL\LM 2hh
upon his return from an overseas exercise
in June. He has been with the Fighting
Griffens of HMM 266 since January. He
is back in the cockpit after 18 months
in the Marine Corps Amphibious Warfare
School in Quantico, Va. E-mail is seibz
(o hotmail.com.
• K.T. Strong
has moved to
655 Lewis, Sher-
idan, \\T 82801.
,Shc teaches
English and
social studies at
Sheridan HS
She and her new
K. J. Strong '92 with Boomer P"P boomer
would love to
hear from TL' chums. E-mail is strongk
@web.sheridan2.kl2.WT.us.
1993
Denise Crum married Darren Dick on .lune
9, 2001, Denise is an e\enl planner with The
Denise (Crum '93) & Darren Dick
Wellington Group and Darren is an attorney
at Blackwel! Sanders Peper .Martin. They
live in Overland Park. Kan • James & Ella
Embree joyfully announce the birth of Max
on Xow 26, 2001; he joins sister Hannah (2).
The family moved this year to South Africa
as missionaries with TE/VM. They live in the
.lohannesburg area where James lectures at
Intl College of Bible and Missions. E-mail
is ellasman97(Shotmail.cimi. • Richard &
Tami (Beller x) Caddis happily announce the
birth of Graham on Oct. 1 1, 2001. Siblings
are Evelyn (7), .Madeleine (6), Jacqueleine
(4), Ashlin (3) and Richard IV (2), They
live at 00] Hunters Ridge, Mar\-ville. TX
,17803- E-mail is richardgaddis^'prodigy.net.
• Michael & Dacia Long are happy to
announce their newest blessing, Benjamin
.loseph, born March 5. Sisters are Niah
(6), Tekoah (4| and Melea (2). The family
resides at 1640 Rax'enwood Ln, Pearl, MS
39208. Michael is a network administrator
for .\hssissippi Baptist Health Systems, while
Dacia is home with the children. E-mail
is 6longsfe'bellsouth,net. • Micah t^ Kerry
Newhouse announce the adoption of daugh-
ter. Ava Catherine, born .\iig. 23, 2001. Big
Kerry & Micah Newhouse '93 with Savannah
and Ava
sister Saxannah is 2. Mieah continues to
work for Serxice.Master in Memphis. Tcnn.,
in a new role overseeing Si.x Sigm.i initia-
ti\'es. • Gordy K: Candice (Tabb) Wilhite
li\e with children .\ndrcw (3 1 and Elizabeth
Lilly" (1 ) at 223 Dares Ferr\- Rd, Spartan-
burg, SC 29302. Gordy is director of sales
.'ind marketing at (irace Mgt. Candace stays
home with the children and hand paints
whimsic;il accessories for children's rooms
as well as children's portraits.
Gordy & Candice (Tabb '93) Wilhite with Andrew
and Lilly
1994
lirian \ Christi (Deetjen) Barrier are the
proud parents of Caleb Brian born on Aug.
10, 2001. Thev moved to 57S7 Charolais
Christi (Deetjen '94) & Brian
Berrier with Caleb
Dr ,SW. (.randville, .Ml 40418, • ,lohn \-
Korinda (Erbele) Luhmann happily announce
the birth of Da\ id Wclliimton onNo\, 1, 2001,
he joins Anne (2), .lohn is pastor of Bismarck
Exangclical t'hurch and Korinda is home
with the children Their address is 615 River-
side Park Rd, Bismark, XD 5.S504 K-mail is
jkluhniann<aaol,eom, • Valerie Nielsen mar-
ried Cameron llannn in the Cascade Moun-
tains of Washington on Aug. 25. 2001. They
are currently in French language study in
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Cameron & Valerie (Nielsen '94)
Hamm
Quebec, phiimiiii; to go to Cameroon with
Wyelit't'e Bible Translators early next year.
K-niail is Cariieron_hamm(ssil.orii. • Mike
\ Kristen (Sailsbery) Sundin ha\e moved to
1474 X tioltView Way. Meridian. ID S.1642.
.Mike is the family pastor at New IIei,^hts
Christian Fellowsliip and Kristen is a busi-
ness bankinji relationship ot'tieer with Key
Bank. E-mail is sundin252(scs.ooni.
1995
.lefuv Lisa (Randall) Mohler ii>vtully
announce the birih ot Lydia Noelle on Jan.
14. The family lives at 20727 Quicksilver
Rd. Nobles\ille. IN 4(i()()(l. • Jason 6^ .lanet
Norman were blessed with the birth of Collin
Robert on .lune 11. 2001. .lason is business
manager for Naples Christian .\cademy. They
live at 130 16'" Ave NE. Naples. EL .^4120.
E-mail is jjnormanCS'hotmail.com. • Ke\in 6i:
Karl (Manko) Richards are the proud parents
of twin sons Hunter William and Austin ,lohn
bom on Dec. 27, 2001. The family resides
at ^.1617 Knoll Creek Cove. Fort Wayne, IN
46804. E-mail is k2kriehards(a yahoo.com. •
Tony Seow works at Siniiapore Telecom as a
global account manaijcr. E-mail is tonyseow
@sin8tel.com. • Ryan 6^ .lodi Small joyfully
announce the birth of Nicolas Asher on
Oct. 5. 2001; he joins Alexander (.1). •
Ryan '95 &Jodi Small with
Alexander and Nicolas
Amy Smith in.nricd Todd .Miller on Oct.
20. 2001 The couple li\es at 1022 Steeple-
chase Ct IC. Fort Wayne. IN 46804. E-mail is
aemiller70@hotmail.com.
Amy (Smith '95) &Todd Miller
1996
Duane (TUFW'93) & Megan (Lewis) Burris
welcomed T\'ler Charles into their famih'
on ,lan. 1'); he joins sister Nicole (2). •
John & Christa Harrill are the proud parents
of Aysia Serene horn on .\pril 6. 2001,
John '96 & Christa Harrill with
Aysia
in Beijinji, China. E-mail is ehinathinkers
&vpn2000.net. • James Hofman married
Tomoc Sujiiura on No\'. .V 2001, at Hiroshima
Church of the Resurrection Tl' particip.mts
included Paul Juarez x and Bethany Lee. The
Tomoe & James Hofman '96 with Taylor friends
Taylor Family Legacy
Many families have strong genera-
tional ties to Taylor. Harley Siders '52
started one such legacy.
Siders heard Taylor President Clyde
Meredith speak at his church in
Detroit. Siders had settled in Detroit
after ser\'ing in the Navy during World
War II and in the Great Lakes after the
war. President Meredith invited Siders
to consider attending Taylor, an idea
Siders chose to pursue because he felt
called into the ministr)'. Harley mar-
ried Rose Mae in September 1948.
Mae came that fall to work in the
Taylor University business office and Harley
joined her later to begin classes in January
1949. For a job, Harley worked on the campus
farm. They lived in one of the apartments
above the bookstore. Harley and Mae became
parents on May 9, 1950, when Kathryn and
Karen were born. Harley graduated with a
degree in biblical literature in May 1952.
Twenty years later with the class of 1972,
Kathy and Karen Siders graduated from Taylor
with degrees in elementary education. Now,
Kathy's son, Bryan Smith, is preparing for his
senior year at Taylor majoring in computer sci-
ence, and Karen's son, Matthew Wissman, is a
freshman also in computer science.
Reverend Siders pastored Method-
ist Churches in Kansas and then in
Michigan. Several students attended
Taylor from his church in Owosso,
Mich. Siders retired from the pastor-
ate in the 1980s. He continues to
love Taylor Universit)' and is thankful
for his family legacy. Rev. Harley
Siders now resides at 904 Piper Dr.,
Saginaw, MI 48604.
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couplt: plans to rcjtum to tlic U.S. this tail
when James will enter law sehool. E-mail is
iroiro(a'hotmail.ci)ni. • Jennifer Lynn (Hart)
Lee died on Mareh 1, 2002. Sun,i\in{; is luis-
liand Brad who li\es at ()224 S Strawtown
Pike, Peru. IN 46970. Some ot Jennifer's
classmates wrote the followinii tribute:
Now you hold your daddy's hand
You walk beside our Father
In His glory and by His grace
We will see you again someday.
We'll miss you,
your friends in the class of 1996
• Jaena (Losch) Newman is a certified
Nurse-Midwife at Physicians Kast/(ireen\'ille
Ob/Gyn. Jaena & husband Tony '95 li\e at
34(14 Baywood Ln. C.reenville, NC 27.S34.
1997
—5-year class reunion. Oct. 25-27, 2002
Michael & Jenifer (Hendrlckson) Averill
joyfully rmniiunce the birth nl Katelyn
Elizabeth on Auij. 27, 2()(H. The family
resides at 4205 Manchester Ln, Monroe, Nt"
2<S110. E-mail is mikeandienafenetzeronet.
Michael '97 & Jenifer (Hendrickson
'97) Averill with Katelyn
• Aimee Black married Brian llnimadka on
May 5, 2001, in Indianapolis. Aimee gradu-
ated from mcd school in 2001, and is work-
ing as a resident physician in family prac-
Aimee (Black '97) & Brian
Hromadka
tice with Tufts L'nix' in Boston. Brian studies
architecture and is presently employed at
a local design hrm. The couple lives at 94
Chestnut St, Boston, .MA 02108. E-mail is
ahromadkafeliotmail.ciim. • Robert tS: April
(Prast) Brown happily announce the birth
of Daniel "Danny" Taylor on Nov. 26. 2001;
he joins brother Bobby ( 1 ). Their address is
S()4.1 S Lamon. Burbank. II. 604.59. E-mail
is lirp,ayoj(Saol.coni. • Josh Fahl married
Jennifer & Josh Fahl '97 and wedding party
.lennifcr Buell on Sept. 1, 200], in
Ijradford. Conn. TU particip.ini^ \u re
Todd Evans and Bill
Techanchuk. .losh's
father Kenneth Fahl
'53 performed the
ceremony. Josh is
trainin.g to be an air-
line pilot. E-mail is
jafahlfe'hotmail.com
• Matthew & Erin
(Baler '98) Hartman
joyfully announce
the birth of Braden
.Matthew on .\ug. 14,
2001. .Matthew K-
Erin both teach at Elkhart Central IIS
in Elkhart, Ind. They would love to hear
from their TL' friends! E-mail is jacgae
(sjuno.com. • Andrew tt Rebecca Jenkins
arc the proud parents of Isaac Lee Jordan
born on .March 10; he joins Ruthannah
(2). .\ndrew is a technology teacher at
Brunswick (^ity Schools. The family lives at
6S9.S Beresford, Parma Heights, OH 441.10.
E-mail is andrewleejenkins(shotmail.e<jm.
• Heather Mason
married Shane (iuy
on Oct. 27. 2001.
TL' participants were
Adam Hanna '01,
Beth Holloway (CSS
dept), Lori (Nye '00)
Cramer, Jason
Courier '03, Lynn
Sievert '02, Tim '62
& Lucy (Entz '61)
Diller. Amy Simon
'01. Jill Bowman '96.
Leon (CSS dept) &
LaCatha Adkison
(registrar). Chris & Janyre (Stockinger)
Tromp ;muI Paul '73 & Janice (Canze '89)
Heather (Mason '97) & Shane Guy with Taylor friends
Erin (Baier '98) & Matthew
Hartman '97 with Braden
King, Heather is a hiunan resources coordi-
nator with Pro Resources. Inc. in Hunting-
ton, Ind. The couple resides at 924 S Gene\'a
.\\e. .Marion, IN 46953. E-mail is hguy
(S'proresourcesinc.net. • Michael \ Shannon
Pitts live at 61 Lilac Dr #11. Rochester, NY
14620. E-m;nl is mpitts(a'frontiernet,net. •
Jena Sommer married Nathan Wells on Nov.
24. 2001. Jena is a church administrator at
Shepherd's Grace Church. The couple li\cs
at 69S6 Egypt Rd. Medina. OH 44256. E-mail
is jenasomCs'carthlink.net. • Hilary Spragg X
is li\ing at 10,^4 Valley Dr. Alexandria. \'.\
22.'(02. E-mail is hillarvdocfehotmail.com. •
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SlKuinon ^ Heather (Yoder x) Weaver ;irc
tlic proud parents nl Audrey Grace, born
Mareli J.S: she jiiiiis Aiiya ( 1 ). E-mail is
stillhoneymooiiinmsyahoo.com. • Chris &
Michele (Anderson) Yops joytully announce
Michele (Anderson '97) & Chris
Yops with Isaac
the birth ot Isaac Christopher on .lune IS.
211(11. They continue with Youth tor Christ
and live at 2519 Old Tavern Rd #54. Lisle.
11, ()(I532.
1998
Dan ^ Knicki (Maranda) Buchanan are proud
to announce the birth of Elijah .Michael .lirch
on Oct. 30. 20(11. Their new address is 207
Graeeland XE. Grand Rapids. MI 4<)5(»5. •
Ben X & Betsy (Crossenbach '99) Delzer
moved to .Madison. Wis. Betsy graduated
trom a teacher certitication program at
the L'niv of Denver in .May 2001, and
is teaching elementar\- art. Ben is an assis-
tant superintendent tor the Essex Corp, a
commercial construction company. E-mails
are betsydelzer(S'hotniail.coni and bendelzer
(saolcom, • Elizabeth Diffenderfer and Tyler
Mendenhall were married on .lune 10. 20(11,
at ColleiJe I'arU Church in Indianapolis. TL'
Elizabeth (Diffenderfer '98) & Tyler
Mendenhall '98
participant.s were Lara Shank. Heidi (Van-
derHorst '97) Whitaker. Jana Hoisington
'00. Eric Wallace and Ben Stichter, Tyler
is a computer .systems engineer at .loscph
( Iravcs Associates and Elizabeth teaches
math at lien Da\is IIS, E-mails arc tmendenh
(s Juno com and elizamcndCajuno.com. •
Amy Eversole has returned to Cincinnati
after W( irking si.\ months with the Intl .lustice
.Mission ani.1 rescuing child prostitutes in
Bombas'. India. She'd lo\c to hear from TU
friends! E-mail is amyjoyCs'checrful.eom. •
Alex Falder married Tricia Ciammons on ,Iulv
right after the war and coordinated relief
efforts between the United Nations and
Christian agencies. Their ne.\t step is to
start a disciplcship training program, and
they are currently in the U.S. gaining
training and developing partnerships for
this task. E-mail is mattpiercey@yahoo.com.
• Bernhard Wassink works for WLC Archi-
tects as a designer.
His address is 11208
C^ortland, Alta Loma,
CA 91701. E-mail
is bwassink
(awic-architects.eom.
Tricia & Alex Falder '98 with Taylor friends
22. 2001, at the Grand Hotel. Mackinac
Lsland. Mich. Taylor participants were Andy
'99 & Amanda (Nagel '00) Gammons. Matt
Miller, Jon Cavanagh. Mark Dykstra. Mike
'94 &Traci (Tiberi '96) Falder and Dave
'89 & Dina (King '88) Home, .\lc.\ works
for Central .Michigan Youth for Christ. The
couple's address is 6207 E Washington Rd,
Ithaca, MI 4SS47, • Mario Hernandez li\es in
Honduras and may be reached via e-mail at
turi7(saol.com. • Jeff Lindell is the youth
and worship leader at Harvest Christian Fel-
lowship and attends (irand Rapids Baptist
Scm. .Icff & Carri (Post '99) reside at
259 W 17'" St, Holland, MI 4942J. E-mail
is jcffncarriCnjimocom. • Matt & Rachael
(Burtness x'99) Piercey ha\ e been discipling
people in Kosovo since 1999. .Uter graduat-
ing from Tl'. they were married in a fierce
snowstorm in .lanuary ]'>'>'>. and six months
later enrolled in the Disciplcship Training
Program with Youth with a .Mission, Laus-
anne, Switzerland. Thev went into Kosovo
Rachael (Burtness x'99) & Matt Piercey '98
1999
Dan Brenneman
married .\ngie Yoder
on Nov. 9,2001.
TU participants were
Heather
(Brenneman '94)
Miles. Carrie Duell '97. Alex Brenneman
'97, Eric Staiter, Nathan Dager, Luke
Angle & Dan Brenneman '99
Brown x. Rob Ceiger. Christopher Love
and Christopher Chiero. .Mter working on
his family's tl.-iiry farm for two years,
Dan is now associate pastor and youth direc-
tor at Elkton .Mission-
ary Church, .\ngic is
the office manager
for Bluewater Thimib
Youth for C'hrist.
Their address is I'O
Box 14, Elkton, .Ml
48731. E-mail is
danangie
(g'hotmail.com. •
Owen Cooper has
moNcd to .\pdo 28, Ometepec 41707, (iro,
.\le.\ieo. where he is starting a new church.
Owen Cooper '99
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Owen would appreciate hearing from Tl'
friends at o\ven_eooper(s hotmail.com. • Jen-
nifer Fox resides at 206 S Green St, Browns-
burii, IN 4()n2. E-mail is jen_fo.\(s'msn.eom.
• John Hasenmyer, Ben Mahan and Jason
Beutler '00 are co-owners of IMatypus Design
in Xoblesville, Ind. Platypus Design has de\'el-
oped a ne«' software solution called CXibeliM.
GubeRM is a technology platform used to
enhance the information analysis process
in busines.ses. E-mail is John.hasenmyer
@platypusdesign.com. • Meredith Isgitt
married Xergio Ghacin in Garacas, \'enezu-
ela, on July 7. 2001. Xergio is in the doc-
torate program in theology at Southwestern
Baptist Theol Sem and .Meredith works as a
Meredith (Isgitt '99) & Xergio Chacin
School of Theology secretary. Their address
is 1812 JT Luther Dr Apt G. Fort Worth.
TX 76115. E-mail is misgittCshotmaileom. •
Ryan & Laurie (Dunkerton) Mitchell joyfully
announce the birth of Madeline Dawn on
March 5. Ryan is assistant football and track
& field coach at Dakota \\'esle\-an Univ. The
family lives at 928 E 7"' Ave, Mitchell, SD
57.101. E-mail is luvfellow6(ajuno.com. •
Sarah Nachtlgal spent se\eral months last
year overseas with Youth with a Mission in
Switzerland, Israel, Egypt and Holland. She
is now in an editorial position with '^'W.VM
Publishing/Emerald Books. Her address is
9421 244"' St S\V G 305, Edmonds, \VA
98020. E-mail is sensen6@hotmail.com. •
Matthew Storz resides at 675 Trinidad Gt,
Winter Park, PL J2792. He is pursuing an
associate of science digital media degree at
Full Sail Real World Education. E-mail is
mstorz_dp(ahotniail.eom.
2000
Jessica Barnes works for the state of Alabama
as a community planner Previously she was
managing editor of The Sclina TimL's-Jimr-
nul. E-mail is jbarnes6adss.state.al.us. •
Laura Esclamado and James Alexander
'99 were married
May 12,2001, in
Solon, Ohio. Tl" par-
ticipants Were Jon
Captain '98. Joel
Sommer '99. Philip
Alexander '03. Laura
Eib '01. Cheryl
Hartong'01. Kelli
Yordy '01. Catherine
Alexander '01 and
Liz Esclamado '01
.lames teaches math
at Hampton Christian IIS and Laura
teaches si.Kth grade in Newport News I'ublie
Schools. Their address is 651 Aberdeen
Rd L2, Hampton, VA 23661. E-mail is
ale.\anders_va@yahoo.com. • Allison Heiser
lives at 6284 Twin Oaks Dr Apt 2222, Colo-
rado Springs. GO 80918. E-mail is aheiser
(ahotmailcom. • Jessica Miner is an
account manager at Talking Phone Book.
She lives in Mount Pleasant, S.C. E-mail is
jessiea_miner<s yahoo.com.
2001
Brent & Heidi (Hasbrouck) Bolton reside
at 1,V=^ .Madison PI. Fayette\ille. (iA .'(0214.
Brent is a junior data base administrator
at Ghick-til-A, Inc., and Heidi is pursuing
her master's degree in professional counsel-
ing at the Psychological Studies Institute.
E-mails are brent. bolton(achick-til-a, com
and heidi_bolton<s hotmail.com. • Jen-Hao
Chen teaches kindergarten at FECC^ (Chil-
dren Academy. Her address is 14721
Lucinda Dr, Whittier. GA 90604. E-mail
is jenhaochen(s hotmail.com. • Megan
Holman married J.R. Briggs on Sept. 8,
2001, in Brighton, Mich Tl' participants
were Alan Briggs '05. Dan Bubar. Robert
Cosgrove. Steve Klipp. Stuart Davis. Kyle
Laura (Esclamado '00) & James Alexander '99 with Taylor friends
Martin. Ben Canida. Becky Plass. Emily
Richmond '02. Emily VanderWilt. Angle
Lemke and Jessica Linder. J.R. iv .Megan both
work in the sales dept of XavPress Publish-
ing Company and li\'e in Colorado Springs.
E-m.iil is j.rbriggs(nna\ press,com. • Brian
&. Kimberly (Proto '00) Munz live m
Downingtown, Pa., where Brian works for
Aventis Behring as an eTechnologies engi-
neer E-mail is brianwmunz^lycos.com. •
Sarah Schoolcraft is an IT intern with Intl
.Justice Mission. Her address is 2(>2'l Sled-
ding Hill Rd, Oakton, VA 22124. E-mail
issarahs209(ghotmail.eiim. • SherylThrush
married Matthew Hudson on Aug. 11. 2i"il
.
in Wabash, bid. Tl' participants were Serena
Thrush '04. Heidi Bolton, Danielle (Essig)
Zimmerman. Tom Chandler. Dale Gruver
Megan (Holman '01) & J.R. Briggs '01
Sheryl (Thrush '01) & Matthew
Hodson
and Josh Zimmerman Sheryl is working
on her master's degree in .school counseling
at Purdue L'niv and Matt is working on
his bachelor's in computer technology.
Tlieir address is ,151 S Chauncey #16,
West Lafayette, IN 4790(., E-mail is
shod.sonte purduc.cdu.
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Memorials and Honorariums
Jan. 21 -April 17, 2002
To make a contribution to Taylor University in honor or in memory of a loved one, please
include his/her name, together v^ith the name and address of the person to receive the
acknowledgement. The gift may be designated to a Taylor University program. The Taylor
Fund is recommended as it is used to offset the difference between the tuition which
students pay and the actual cost of their Taylor education. For more information call Joyce
Helyer at 800-882-3456. x4956.
Herb Boyd
'.'- i ".''3. C^^''•€3Ste^en5
'.''
:.
'.'*5- GSot^e^' ScfT^'.artZ
'.'
i. '.''s. Sts.en Paiirosk^'
Joseph Clement
Mr. i. '.'-s. M. Denr"'S Austin
Alyce Cleveland
Fvl'. i :v'-3. E. Stan'ey fenker
Ms. Phy'is BeiTdi
\^r_ & fvtrs. G^eg Bovers
Mrs. DcfOtfiy Bu'is
Mr. 5. f;'^. Ste\e Burgess
Wf. & W's. Glen Can
Kir. AlDea & C-r. fvliidreo Chapnnan
Mr. & M's. Ken: Cccking
Mr. i, M-s. Jame-3 Coe
Mrs. Barbara Davenpcn
M'SS J 1 Djn'iarn
Rev. & Mrs. Jual Evans
Mr. a Mrs. VTill^am Ewbank
Mr. fii Mrs. Max Felger
Ms. A'exis Fessenden
Mr. 5. M^. Gerald Fnesen
Ms. Catberr^e Good. Cass of 1948
KV. Dav-.d Gray
l>. & Mrs. A'Cert Harrison
Dr. & IJrs. Larry Hehyer
Mr. S. fJrs. David Hess
Mrs. M. Jane Hodson
Mr. & Mrs. G3n>' Hop^cns
Mrs. S. Manan Kendall
Mr, & W^s. Jarres Koday
Mr. & h^rs. Rodne-/ LaGrange
Mrs, Jennie Lee
Mr, & Mrs. David Martz
Mr. & 'v!rs. Michael Mortensen
r^/lr. 6 fwl-s. Charles Nev^n^an
M-. & Mrs. Don Odie
fJr. C flcrd Panerson S Jody Me>'er-
Patterson
Mr A h'.^, S'erlira Perce
Dr. & (vlrs. Robert'Pns
Mr. a Mrs. David Rickard
D'. & Mrs. Vyifiiam Rirgenterg
fwlr. a M.'s, David Ritchie
Mrs. R'jth E. Rogers
Mr a Mrs. Psuf Rundus. Gayie.
ADb*. Dre\-v
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Rupp
M'SS Amanda Scnaffer
Mr. & f'/rs. Bruce Sebestyen
M.'. & f'/rs. Jarres Sel'ers
f/r. & Mrs. V/ayne Short
Mr. & f'/rs. Ken Srrith
l/s. Patsy SrrrTih
Mr & r/rs. VVir^on Smith
Mr & Mrs. Mark SCak
Ms. Lea's© Soogsf
Mr. & M's. Qna'les Ste/ens
Mr. & M-rs. Da^cn Van Valkentxjrg
W.3S Lots Weed
Mr. &Mrs. PctertWcJfe
Ta/c Unfve^SJ^/ Advancement
Department
f^gh&as
Tayia Univer&ty Ladies' Bb'e Study
^/.^. a Mrs. Michael Kaeiba
Dr. S Mrs. Char^ Sims
Dr. Faye C^iec^ro-wch
Dr. & Mrs. Tmothy B'j'Wx>!def
Upla'Xl Corrmijrjf'/ Q-.yrch
f/r, a Mrs. Everett Everson
Mr a Mrs. J^'es Waiker
f/'s. Elaine LutTiy
Dr. a Mrs. David Neuhouser
Mr. a Mrs. Emerald Geng
Mr. a Mrs. Robert Gortner
Dr. M.Arthur Grant
Dr. a Mrs. Dvvight Jessup
Mr, Rick Jones
Mr, a Mrs. Donald Knudsen
Mr. a Mrs. Richard Lloyd
Mr. a Mrs. Larry Moody
Dr. a Mrs. James Oliver
Mrs. Vernon Oyer
Mrs. Martha Parker
Drs. W^f -. _". J:---'^. Rediger
Mrs. Pi: -. - >:-L:erg
Dr.aM-i T'-:-'-_HS Sumney
Mr a Mrs. Michael Tabor
Mr a Mrs. Gregor Euler
Dr. a Mrs. Paul Harms
Mr. a Mrs. Edward Renninger
Mr. a Mrs. J. Max Rhodes
Mrs. Ina Rocke
Mr. a Mrs. R. Waldo Roth
Ms. Cynthia Wilkin and Karl
Bandemer
Mr Dick Freeiand, Pizza Hut of Fort
-..-i-. Inc.
'
-.
-
- T =ri Atkinson
'..'.'. ^ l.'fi .'J. Dennis Austin
Mr, a Mrs. Thomas Beers
Mr. a Mrs. Robert Blume
Mr. a Mrs. Mark Collins
Mrs. Ruby Dean
Dr. a Mrs. William Fry
Dr. a Mrs. George Hamson
Major a Mrs. John Hill
Mr. a Mrs, Brian Hoover
Mr. a Mrs. Jonathan Lauber
Mr. a Mrs. Cairy Uttlejohn
Miss Janna McComb
Dr. a Mrs. Rae Rmgenberg
Mr. a Mrs. Chuck Roome
Mr. a Mrs. John Siefer
Mr. a Mrs. Jeffrey D. Collms
Miss Alice Holcombe
Mr. a Mrs. Jack King
Miss Sueilah Savidge
Dr. Alan a Dr. Jessica Wmquist
Mr. a Mrs. Gene Hainen
Mrs, Elizabeth Freese
Mr. a Mrs. David Pyle
Mrs. Minam E. Long
Mrs. Margaret Hauter
Dr. a Mrs. Vemon Petersen
Dr. a Mrs. Joseph Kerlfn
Mr. a Mrs. Geoffrey Schwartz
Miss Margaret Matthews
Ms. Sandra Conn
Mrs. Helen Jones
Mr a Mrs. Leiand Boren
Mr a Mrs. Jerry Cramer
Chantal Farnsworth
''Ms. Vemon (yjer
Dale Heath
Dcrcas Circle, Frst Presbyterian
Church
Mary Ann Marshbum
Elaine Miller Heath
: :. •.'-. L.'^i-i Miller
Jean Holcombe
Mrs. Dorothy BuHis
Mr. AJbert a Dr Mildred Chapman
Mrs. Jennie Lee
Ms. Lois Weed
KJmberly Irvine
Ms. C^friia Carlson
Mr. a Mrs. Reriuigi D'AJesio
Mr. Chnstopher Goebel
Ms. Debra Havidic
Ms, Maiy Louise King
Mr a Mrs. Steven Micheletii
Mr. a Mrs. Donald Newsom
Mr & Mrs. Robert Olson
Miss Laura Rosenvwnkel
Mr. a Mrs. Joseph Welgos
Access Equipment, Inc.
Aerial Work Platforms. Inc.
MeW'olift, inc,
R a M Equipment Rentals. Inc.
MSP Equipment Rentals. Inc.
High bft Wholesale. Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. William In/ine
Dr. a Mrs. Dwight Jessup
Mr a Mrs. Peter Smith
Horizon Properties LP
Dann Insurance
Naperviile Christian Church
Mr. a Mrs. RC. Miller, Jr.
Jennifer Hart Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Smith
Elmer Lembright
Mr a Mrs. Gene L. Rupp
Bob Long
'-•:
-r-'.am E. Long
Don Odle
Mr a Mrs. William Ewbank
Mr. a Mrs. John Aalbregtse
Dr, a Mrs, Stephen Bedi
Mr a Mrs. Randy Bennett
Dr a Mrs. O. Cari Brown, Jr.
Dr a Mrs. Timothy Burkholder
Mrs. Mary Jean Carraway
Mr a Mrs. Malvin Cofield
Mrs. Barbara Davenport
Mrs. Bizabeth Freese
Ms. Mary J. Kimmel
Mrs. Josephine Miller
Mr a Mrs. Charles Newman
Mr. a Mrs. C. W. Rothhaar
Mr. a Mrs, Julian Secttor
Mr. a Mrs. Robert Shoemaker
Miss Lois Weed
Mr. a Mrs. Robert Wolfe
Mr. a Mrs. Randy Aalbregtse
Mr. a Mrs. Kevin Aalbregtse
Mr a Mrs. Larry DeBruyn
Mr. a Mrs. John Aalbregtse
Mr. a Mrs. Jerry Allred
Dr. a Mrs. Norman Baxter
Mrs. Margaret Behnken
Dr. a Mrs. Ronald Bowman
Mr. a Mrs. Donald J. Bnjick
Dr. aMrs.-DonaldCallan
Dr a Mrs. J, Robert Coughenour
Mr a Mrs. Cart Erskine
Mr. a Mrs. Gregor Euler
Mr. a Mrs. Wilbur Rght
Rev. a Mrs.Donald Granttz
Dr. M. Arthur Grant
Mr. a Mrs. Gene Hainen
Mr. a Mrs. Greg Herman
Mr. a Mrs. V. Donald Jacobsen
Dr. a Mrs. Joseph Kerlin
Mr. Terry Kessmger
Mr. William Under
Mr. Huyler Usk
Dr. a Mrs. Howard Luginbill
Mr. a Mrs. David Martz
Dr. a Mrs. Harold Matthews
Mrs. Phyllis McCoy
Mr. a Mrs. John Miller
Mrs. Anne Myers
Mr a Mrs. Ray Neier
Dr. a Mrs. George Parks
Mr Michael Parks
Mr, a Mrs. Lowell Reeder
Mr a Mrs. John Sanders
Miss Sueilah Savidge
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Steiner
Mr. a Mrs. Ned Stucky
Mr. a Mrs. Gemtt Vandenburg
Mr. a Mrs. Winfred Wagoner
Mr a Mre. Leslie Walton
Mr. a Mrs. Kenneth Wnght
Mr. a Mrs. Robert Wright
Westminster Presbyterian Church
Birthday Club Golf Group
Mr. a Mrs. Meredith Church
Mr. a Mrs. Everett Everson
Mr a Mrs. Robert Gortner
Mrs. M. Jane Hodson
Rev a Mrs, Richard Hoyer
Mr. a Mrs. Kenneth Israel
Rev. a Mrs, Forrest Jackson
Dr. a Mrs. Dwight Jessup
Mrs. S. Marian Kendall
Dr. a Mrs. Jay Kesler
Mr. a Mrs. Jack King
Mrs. Jennie Lee
Miss Margaret Matthews
Mr, a Mrs. R James Norris, Sr.
Dr. a Mrs. Robert Pitts
Mr a Mrs. Robert Renner
Mr a Mrs. Gary Rickner
Mr a Mrs. James Rosema
Dr. Wallace Scea
Mr a Mrs. Geoffrey Schwartz
Mrs. Mary Weaver
Mr. a Mrs. Tom Williamson
OC International
Mrs, Helen Jones
Jones-Smith Funeral Home
Dr a Mrs. John S, Wilson
Mr a Mrs. Leiand Boren
Mr a Mrs, Jerry Cramer
John Petroff
Dr. a Mrs. Joseph Keriin
Mary Elizabeth Richwine
Mr a Mrs. Cari Atkinson
Lowell Rupp
Dr a Mrs. Joseph Keriin
Mr a Mrs. Gene L. Rupp
LouellaTimian
Mr a Mrs. Ben Timian
Katrina Wahl
Dr a Mrs. Joseph Keriin
Sandy Wiley
Capt. a Mrs. Bradley Oliver
Sam Wolgemuth
Freedom Newspapers of New
Mexico
Mr a Mrs. Robert Gilkison
Mr John Bitzer. Jr.
Mr. a Mrs. J. Stepehen Buckley
Mr Timothy Holies
Dr. a Mrs. Dwight Jessup
Dr. a Mrs. Jay Kesler
Drs- Wesley a JoAnn Rediger
Ms. Maureen Saltier Gawel
Mr, a Mrs. Ronald Shaw
Mr a Mrs. Kenneth Steffens
Mr. a Mrs. Barry Steinman
Mr. a Mrs. Paul Zurcher
Mr a Mrs. D. James Bertelsen
Mr John Bitzer, Jr
Mr. a Mrs. Donald Cargo
Mr. J. Roger Friedman
Ms. Carol Geffner
Ms. Dixie Leigh Johnston Fraley
Mr. Jonathan Segal
Mr. a Mrs. David Starts
Mr. a Mrs. Mart< Thomas
Mr. a Mrs. R. A. Wallace
Mr. a Mrs. Robert Wolgemuth
The Lima News
Henry Blackaby Ministnes Inc.
Freedom Broadcasting of Texas, Inc.
Newspaper Association of America
Mr. Thomas M, Long, WRGB
Freedom Broadcasting
The News Herald, Panama City
GE ERC 8: 1 5 Prayer Team
Cari Dodson
Rick Grimes
Gai! Hertzog
Christi Hogan
Shelly Kincaid
Susan Preziosa
Tresha Richerson
Johna VanDeventer
Ms. Judith Clark
Mr. a Mrs. Victor Dourte
Mr a Mrs. Todd Dvorak
Mr. a Mrs. Charles Rtzgerald
Mr. a Mrs, John Gilbert
Mr. a Mrs. Norman Guillaume
Ms. Joan Heisler
Ms. Rebecca Hendrickson
Ms. Pamela Hoiles
Mr a Mrs. Michael McGillicuddy
Mr a Mrs. Paul Overiiolt
Mr. a Mrs. James Rosse
Mr. a Mrs. Russell Ruckman
Mr a Mrs, John Stevenson
Halfador, Inc.
KTVL-10/Freedom Broadcasting of
Oregon. Inc.
Mrs. Betty McKechme
Rev. Dr. David G. McKechme
Mr. Paul McKechnie
Mrs. Nancy McKechnie Stevenson
Mrs. Ruth McKechnie
Ms. Cynthia Allen
Mr. a Mrs. Raymond Fitzgerald
Mr. a Mrs. John Maglione
Mr Robert Sibert
Mr a Mrs.R. DawdThreshie
Mr a Mrs. RoyTrillo
Mr a Mrs. Daniel Wolgemuth
Mr a Mrs. R. Stanley Young
Anonymous
Mr a Mrs. George Wilson
Mr. a Mrs. Theodore Brolund
Mr a Mrs. Chuck Rudolph
Mr a Mrs. Raymond R. Green
Dr a Mrs. Joseph Keriin
Mr a Mrs. Larry Stratton
Mr. a Mrs. Jerry Cramer
Christian Walter Zuercher
Mr. a Mrs. Donald Harsha
Honor of:
By:
Dr. Lawrence Fisher
Mr a Mrs John Zimmerman
Aaron Brown
Kirsten Brown Cosgrove
Tim Brown
S. Floren.it: Brown
Gene L. Rupp
Mr. a Mrs, Jerry Cramer
Alumni Gatherings
During the past 12 months, the alumni office has met with more than 1600 alumni at various locations, including Atlanta, Ga.;
The Bahamas; Chicago, 111.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Colorado Springs, Colo.; Dayton, Ohio; Indianapolis, Ind.; Grand Rapids, Mich.;
South Bend, Ind.; Goshen, Ind.; Phoenix, Az.; Nashville, Tenn.; and Upland, Ind.
Interested in the possibilit)' of having an alumni gathering in your area? Call the alumni office at 1-800-882-3456 ext. 3115.
Watch the alumni website lor upcoming gathering locations and inlormation: www.tayloru.edu/upland/aIumni/.
We hope to see you at the October 25-27, 2002 Homecoming Weekend!
jiiiii^iia^gss^i
A legacy ofsening others - funding scholarships through gift annuities
Aiuli'cw Jarhoc atiLiiilcd 1 a\lur in ilic
eiirK 1 9()()s. \ ci he coiiiinucs to impact
nifii and women at the Unixersity today.
Both his hie and the scholarship that
bears iiis name scne as an inspiration for
curreni Ta\l(ir siLidcnis.
Jarlioe was born in 1 IV)'1 in souihern
Indiana alon^' the Ohio Ri\cr. His parents
were farmers, and Jarboe dropped out of
high school to raise colts and \s ork in a
fnrniiurc facton in Tell Cm. However,
aiier hearing a message from a traveling
evangelist, he fell ihe lall lo the minisirx
and entered the acadenn at 1 aylor
I ni\crsit\ in 1913. x\tTavlorhe fniished
his high school studies and received
training for ministerial work.
\Miile at the L ni\ersit\ . Jarboe pla\cd
short-sio]) lorTa\lor"s baseball team.
panicipated in the occasional college
prank - like setting otT fireworks in a
friend's dorm room, wrote tender letters
to the girl he would later marn . drove the
dra\ - a truck that scrxed as a transport
between the campus and the train (lc])ot.
and studied hai'd. Throughout his life, Jarboe alwa\s spoke
highh of his lime at Taylor.
.\fter finishing at the Universit)
.
Jarboe served as a Methodist
minister in the Indiana conference for 43 years. AfTectionatelv
Andrew Jarboe
known b\ many as "Pop." he loved \()ung people. He
spent coundess hours with this w ife, Edith, ser\ ing in
Indiana Methodist churches and campgrounds.
In honor of his father's life of dedicated serxice,
I ^creti Jarboe established a memorial scholarship.
The scholarship is for Taylor
students w ith financial need
- especialh those prcj^aring
to go into ministerial work.
Everett and his wife Betty,
w ho also spent man\ vcars
helping young people,
including significant time
at Indiana University as a
professor of education and
a librarian, have repeatedly
given gift annuities to Ta} lor to fund the memorial
scholarship. "Rexercnd Jarboe was a verv dexout man,"
explains Mrs. Jarboe. "His life was an example, and xve
hope that through this scholarship, others may have the
o])portunitv to follow his model of a life of service."
Betty and Everett Jarboe
Read an interview with Everett and Betty
Jarboe in the Summer '02 magazine online at
www. tayloru. edu/upland/magazine/.
Charitable Gift Annuities Two-Life Annuity Single-Life Annuity
ill iiKiax s ccononuc cinironinciu \()ti
max want to consider a charitable gill
anntiiix from Taxlor rnixersit\'.
• Guaranteed Income For Life
• Partially Tax Free Income
• Current Charitable Income Tax
Deductions
• Invest in Christian Higher Education
Minmium S5.00().()()
Contact Ken Smitti 1.800.882.3456x5144
knsmith@tayloru.edu
Age Rate Age Rate Age Rate Age Rate
63-65 6.3 65 6.7% 74 7.7% 83 9.7%
65-70 6.4 66 6.8 75 7.9 84 10.1
70-70 6.6 67 6.9 76 8.0 85 10.4
70-75 6.8 68 7.0 77 8.2 86 10.8
75-75 7.0 69 7.1 78 8.4 87 11.1
75-80 7.3 70 7.2 79 8.6 88 11.4
80-80 7.7 71 7.3 80 8.9 89 11.7
80-85 8.1 72 7.4 81 9.1 90 12.0
85-85 8.7 73 7.6 82 9.4
85-90 9.2
90-90 10.2
white cap w/navy & gold embroidery.
Adjustable.
$16.95
IW-OR UNIVERSITY
T^X^S" UNft^ERSrrv
WX^QR UNIVERSITYTAYLOR UNIVERSITY
TAYI iv?-^':-:*vSrrY
T^l-'i*^
-HItY-
KiKWfe'/^fTY
TAYL0V;a!rraiSITY
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
15 oz. white marbleized
mug w/purple seal.
$5.95
Golf tow/el. Brown with
purple and gold design.
$9.99
Traditional adult sweatshirt by
Jansport. Cray with navy felt
lettering. S, M, L, XL.
$30.95
Display your Taylor diploma
and towel with the quality
it deserves! Taylor's name
and seal are stamped in gold
foil on the highest quality
museum mat available-both
100% acid and lignin free. The
premium-grade hardwood
moldings have a mahogany
finish and are sprayed with
six coats of oil-based lacquer.
Size: 24"x12" $179.99
765.998.4090
Summer Hours
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 -4:30
Central time
Shipping charges $0to$50= $5.00
$50 to $100= $7.50
$100 and over = $10
Taylor University celebrates the life
of Coach Don Odle. Read more
about the man who coached the
Chinese Nationalist basketball team
in the 1960 Olympic Games, who
is considered the father of sports-
evangelism, and who coached at
Taylor for over 30 years. Page 8.
TAYLOR
UNIVERSITY
HOLDS TO
CORE VALUES
Christ-centered
biblically
anchored
Liberal Arts
grounded
whole person
focused
This issue
focuses on this
core value.
vocationally
equipping
world engaging
servant leadership
motivated
